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We are now surrounded by a variety of devices, simple and complex, and embedded in an

infrastructure of computing, sensing and communication that spans acrossthe globe. This

ever-large computing, communication and sensing ecosystem provides a unique opportunity to

dynamically and opportunistically compose logical mobile systems from the best set of wire-

less components available locally and globally. Such composable mobile systems allow users

to easily and seamlessly extend the capability of their device, overcoming the basic design lim-

itations of traditional monolithic mobile devices in terms of screen size, weight, processing

power, sensing power, and battery life. However, existing communication methods and the

current Internet architecture, designed in the era of large and trustworthy stationary computers,

fail to meet the demands of the emerging composable computing era. In this work, we focus

on developing new communication methods between devices in the vicinity and designing a

new network architecture to facilitate seamless communication at global scale for composable

computing.

To enable secure and convenient communication between physically co-located devices,

we designed and evaluated a technique that allows a device to transmit information through the

screen of touchscreen-enabled devices, calledcapacitive touch communication (CTC). The key
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idea is to exploit the pervasive capacitive touchscreen as a receiver for a bitstring to be transmit-

ted. At the network layer, we revisited two conerstones of the Internet architecture to provide

better support for composable computing: naming and routing. We proposed an in-network

scalable name resolution service, called DMap that lays the foundation for afast and global-

scale name resolution service necessary to provide seamless connectivitybetween billions of

network-connected objects. To provide reliable and efficient inter-network connectivity, espe-

cially in the presence of high mobility, we propose a clean-slate edge-awareinter-domain rout-

ing protocol, called EIR. The protocol provides enhanced information about network topology

and edge network properties in order to enable networks across the Internet to make better rout-

ing decisions than currently possible with BGP. This is accomplished with a telescopic network

state dissemination protocol which makes the entire network graph visible while keeping the

routing overhead within limits.

Preliminary designs and implementations of CTC, DMap and EIR demonstrated their fea-

tures and benefits towards composable computing. Our evaluation showed that CTC is poten-

tially a secure and convenient communication method for touchscreen-enabled devices, albeit

at low bit rates. DMap evenly balances storage load across the global network while achieving

lookup latency of∼100 ms, considered adequate for support of dynamic mobility across the

global Internet. The EIR interdomain routing protocol provides good performance in highly

dynamic environments with frequent migration of clients across network domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For a long time, mobile applications have been designed with strict constraints onthe amount of

resources that the applications could utilize, such as small-sized screen and keyboard, limited

energy, and inadequate local sensing information. As a result, personal mobile computing

experience and the variety of applications currently available, though improved compared to the

desktop-computing era, remain rather confined. Given that we are now surrounded by a variety

of devices, simple and complex, and embedded in an infrastructure of computing, sensing and

communication that spans across the globe, a question facing mobile computing community is

how to eliminate these resource constraints to enable new applications and services using all of

these surrounding facilities.

Fortunately, today’s fast-growing computing, communication and sensing ecosystem pro-

vide a unique opportunity to dynamically and opportunistically compose advanced mobile ser-

vices from the best set of wireless components available locally and globally. Such composable

mobile systems allow users to easily and seamlessly extend the capability of their device, over-

coming the basic design limitations of traditional monolithic mobile device in terms of screen

size, weight, processing power, sensing power, battery life and more. However, existing com-

munication methods and the current Internet architecture, designed in the day of large and

trustworthy stationary computers, fail to meet the demands of the emerging composable com-

puting era. This dissertation focuses on (i) developing a new communication method between

devices in the vicinity and (ii) designing a new network architecture to facilitate seamless com-

munication at the global scale for composable computing.
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1.1 Composable Mobile Systems and Their Communication Challenges

A composable mobile system is a logical system that is opportunistically assembledfrom a set

of local and remote discrete elements, and able to easily and seamlessly extendits capability

by interacting with and utilizing computing, communications and sensing resources available.

Consider the following scenario to illustrate the features and benefits of composable computing:

It is 8 o’clock in the morning and Bill is heading out the door going to work. Onthe way

out, he grabs his matchbox-sized computer and a jacket. The computer is a powerful device

with a large storage capacity and equipped with multiple wireless interfaces. Itdoes not have

any built-in display or keyboard. Instead, it only has a single LED to indicatethat it is on and

its wireless connections are properly working. Since the jacket is made of fabric that could

harvest energy from light and human movement, it charges the matchbox computer when the

box is placed inside the jacket’s pocket. Content from the computer wirelessly flows to and

appears on the see-through display embedded on Bill’s eyeglasses. Bill controls the computer

using his voice which is recorded by the microphone-like device embedded on the jacket’s top

button. He quickly skims through his email inbox while walking to his garage to getinto the

car.

As Bill enters his car, the computer connects to the audio system of the car viaBluetooth,

tunes the radio to his favorite morning news channel and outputs it to the surround sound system

inside the car. Meanwhile, the in-pocket computer shows the estimated arrival time given the

traffic condition, alerts Bill with slowdowns ahead, and optionally assists him towrite an email

saying he might be late for a meeting due to bad traffic. At all time, the computer uses the

frame stream from the eyeglass-mounted camera to monitor the distance from Bill’s car to its

front cars to assure a safety distance between the two.

Once Bill arrives at his office, the computer detects the presence of his desktop and laptop

computers. It then transfers latest states of all applications and servicesit is currently running to

those devices and then goes into a energy-conserving mode. Bill can nowseamlessly continue

to work on what he had been working on previously on the matchbox computer, e.g. finish

reading a report to prepare for a meeting in 45 minutes.

After 45 minutes, he reaches for a tablet and walks to the conference room for the meeting.
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The tablet screen is apparently a better choice for both reading a reportand taking notes in

a semi-stationary environment such as a meeting compared to the see-throughscreen and an

embedded microphone. Bill flips through a couple of slides using his tablet while listening to

a presentation of his colleague. It is now half an hour into the meeting, Bill is going to present

his ideas to his group. As he walks up to the speaker spot, the matchbox wakes up and sends

Bill’s presentation streams to the projector. He starts his presentation as soonas he reaches the

dais without having to carry the tablet or to manually connect it to the projector...

Using this scenario, we imply that rather than being a monolithic device with a predeter-

mined set of components manufactured into a single physical device as found in today’s mo-

bile devices, the next-generation mobile systems should be opportunistically composed from

surrounding discrete elements, and be able to easily and seamlessly extend itscapability by

interacting with and utilizing computing, communications and sensing resources nearby. That

would not only bring computing experience of user to a new high but also help addressing

many challenges that mobile computing have to deal with today including energy limitations

and limited context sensing information.

However, the abovementioned scenario is not yet practical due to a number of limitations

of existing technology. Acquiring complex context information is the first hurdle. In order

to seamlessly blend in, to be a part of and finally take advantage of the surrounding environ-

ment, mobile devices first must be able to learn the surrounding context and discover nearby

elements in the environment. Examples of such context information include the identification

of the nearby networked display panels, the speed at which the whole environment is mov-

ing, or something as simple as who is interacting with the device itself. While the increasing

availability of sensors integrated in mobile devices provides a rich set of context information,

not all of it can be directly inferred from those sensors’ output. Even when the information

is potentially available, direct measurement might not be practical or possible. For example,

sensing mobility using a GPS receiver might be either too power hungry or inaccurate due to

the environment, e.g being indoors. Addressing this context acquisition challenge is the first

step in realizing composable computing. While we have been addressing a fewaspects of this

challenges [1, 2, 3, 4], it is not the focus of this dissertation.
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Once we have an adequate view of our surrounding elements, which is provided by con-

text sensing, the next step in creating these composite systems, applications and services is to

bring surrounding computing resources together via wireless communication. The key chal-

lenge lies in providing resilient, secured, yet efficient and convenient methods to allow these

discrete elements to smoothly and seamlessly interact with each other locally and globally. It is

challenging because wireless-enabled devices do not inherently have alink-layer (layer-2) con-

nection with each other across a variety of wireless standards. As a result, it requires either (i)

a discovery-like service that uses the layer-3-and-up protocol in addition to layer-2 discovery

(beacons or probes) prior to making connection at layer-2 or (ii) a new communication method

that is back-ward compatible with off-the-shelf devices today.

Communication method applied in composable mobile systems must be able to operate in

highly dynamic setups. Users of the systems tend to quickly switch from one device to another

or between environments. In addition, a single physical device or component could be shared

among multiple users at different points in time or even simultaneously. For instance, Bill, in

the previous example, associates with the matchbox computer when he is highly mobile, with

the desktop when he is in his office, and with the tablet when he attends a meeting. Also, the

projector is used by Bill for only a short period of time during his presentation and is then

utilized by the next presenter. The dynamism caused by device, human andnetwork mobility

is even more prevalent. Despite the presence of mobility and dynamism, users expect their de-

vices to “just work,”, providing convenient, reliable, and responsive services and applications.

However, the protocols of the current stationary-oriented Internet is not up to this task. This

dissertation takes concrete steps towards addressing these challenges by reexamining the key

elements of the Internet architecture in response to the needs of composable mobile systems

and their users. After introducing the common theme of an identifier-based internet architec-

ture, which many components of this dissertation are based on, we presentin later chapters

each component in detail.
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1.2 Existing Literature on Composable Mobile Systems

In his influentialScientific Americanarticle in 1991 Mark Weiser, then a Principle Scientis

at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), painted his vision of ‘ubiquitous computing’

through the fictional world of ‘Sal’ [5]. For the first time, the notions of computer use ‘beyond

the desktop’ and the computers that ‘weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until

they are indistinguishable from it’ were described which spawned a new research arena of

ubiquitous computing. As Weiser pointed out in his article, providing a networkinfrastructure

that ties all discrete computing components and applications is one of the key challenges in

realizing the vision of ubiquitous computing. Since then, many systems has beenproposed to

provide framework for a varieties of devices compositions. The iRoom project at Stanford [6]

connects various information appliances together to create an interactive workspace using a

centralized infrastructure. Another early project from Microsoft, called EasyLiving [7], linked

devices in a home environment, focused on sensing people using vision andinterference in a

indoor infrastructure to dynamically decide which connection should be established. These two

projects shares the same constraints of requiring fixed infrastructure composition.

To support connectivity establishment in a more dynamic and ad hoc maner, dynamic com-

posable computing (DCC) frame work [8] was proposed by Roy Want andhis colleagues in

Intel Research Lab. Rather than trying to solve the problem of establishingconnectingbetween

users and individual devices, DCC aims to provide users withcompositioncapability, which

allows users to operate the whole computing systems at a higher level to connect multiple local

entities together into one logical operation. However, the frame work was mainly designed for

a seamless computing experience betweenlocal discrete elements. Global composition was not

considered which is a focus of this thesis.

There are many other research efforts in connecting a device to other devices within its

vicinity. Internet-Suspend-Resume (ISR) [9] project shows how a user’s state can be migrate

from a local machine to a remote host. It shows how to maintain an uninterruptedcomputing

experience that mobile users could enjoy by suspending then migrating from one physical ma-

chine to another. ABC et. al, with Pebbles project [10], explores how to use a set of hand-held
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devices in conjunction with a public display to create multi-user collaborative working environ-

ment. It allows multiple participants to jointly interact with the shared surface; which serves as

an example of what can potentially be done with composable systems in order to utilize phys-

ical computing resources more efficiently. However, it does not answerthe question of how

a flexible platform can support composition, including how device discovery and connection

occur.

MobiUS [11], a work from Microsoft research, shows how two mobile PDA devices could

wirelessly combine their screens to coorperatively display a video acrossthe two screens. This

work focuses the challenges at the application layer – video decoder – rather than general-

izing the composition process. Another piece of work from Intel Research on the Personal

Server [12] allows devices to project their data on a remote screen, but itdoes not support

building a computer system from an ad hoc set of wireless components.

1.3 Identifier-based Internet Architecture for Highly Dynamic Environments

Name Certification services 

Mobile 

Device’s 

Name 

Certification 

Service

Sensor

Name 

Certification

Service

Content 

Name 

Certification

Service

...

Video

Service

Routing based on  

network address (e.g IP)

Global Naming Resolution Service (GNRS)

GUID => {NA1,NA2….}

Bill’s Laptop

Requesting

 Video

Nam
e re

quest

GUID
=2

Name requestGUID=1

get(GUID=1)

LEGEND:

GUID to NA lookupInterdomain Routing Service (e.g. EIR)

NA2
NA1

NA GUID

Figure 1.1: MobilityFirst Architecture Overview

Current approaches for handling mobility involve a combination of cellular network protocols

(e.g. 3GPP) [13] and mobile IP [14] but it is widely recognized that these solutions have serious
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limitations in terms of scale and service flexibility. This has motivated a number of ”clean-slate”

future Internet architecture projects aimed at investigating fundamentally new approaches to

meeting anticipated needs such as large-scale mobility, security/privacy or content support [15].

The MobilityFirst project [16] represents one of these architectural efforts with a particular

focus on supporting large-scale, efficient and robust mobility servicesin the future Internet. The

MobilityFirst architecture is based on a clean separation between the “identifier” of end-users

or other network-connected objects, and their routable addresses or “locators”. Separation

of names and addresses makes it possible for mobile devices to have a permanent, location

independent name or globally unique identifier (GUID) which can then be mapped to a set

of routable network addresses (NA) corresponding to the current point(s) of attachment. This

concept of separating identifiers from routable addresses or locatorshas been advocated by

a number of authors in the networking community to address mobility [17, 18, 19, 20]. It

provides many advantages, including simplified implementation session management, multi-

homing, mobility, disconnection, authentication and security. Figure 1.1 showsthe layering of

functionality in the proposed MobilityFirst architecture.

In this approach, a human-readable name such as ”Bill’s Laptop” is mappedto a GUID

through one of many possible application level services, called Name Certification Service, de-

ployed by network providers or independent third-party providers. The GUID is then assigned

to the mobile device (or other network-connected object) and entered into thenetwork-level

GNRS service shown in the figure. The GNRS is a distributed in-network service which is

responsible for maintaining the current bindings between the GUID and network address(es)

(NA’s). Mobile devices (or routers at their point of attachments) update the GNRS with current

NA values resulting in a table entry such as<GUID: NA1, NA2, NA3, optional properties>.

During the communication between endpoints, network addresses (NA) areused for routing

purposes.

A technical problem we address here is that ofrealizing a scalable GNRS service with

∼100 Billion GUID entries (i.e. network-attached objects) with lookup latencies fast enough

to support anticipated mobility speeds and application usage patterns. We emphasize that since

the GNRS can also be queried by the in-network routers for dynamic GUID:NA resolution for

in-transit packets, low latency in the query response procedure is a critical requirement for the
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design.

The MobilityFirst project has a particular emphasis in designing both intra- andinter-

domain routing protocols to efficiently support mobility requirements at the edge. In recog-

nition of the fact that wireless access and mobility at the edge also have implications for rout-

ing between networks and some of the resulting requirements cannot be met by current BGP

solutions, we propose an Edge-aware Interdomain Routing (EIR) protocol. Our objective for

this work is to explore and understand Internet scale routing mechanisms in view of emerging

mobility services and use the results to influence evolving standards rather than to change BGP

in a single step.

In order to address the problem of mapping user identifier to its routable NA inthe cases

where the user frequently switches between devices, we propose a solution that is based on

a combination of a new communication technique, that is backward compatible with off-the-

shelf capacitive touchscreen-enabled devices – called Capacitive Touch Communication, and

the Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS).

1.4 Research Areas and Contributions

Enriching communication methods for composable mobile systems provides opportunities for

research in many broad fields. This section provides a brief overview ofthree specific pieces

of work in this dissertation.

Managing user identifier through capacitive touch communication [21]: In this work,

we present a capacitive communication method through which a device can recognize who is

interacting with it. This method exploits the capacitive touchscreens, which arenow used in

laptops, phones, and tablets, as a signal receiver. The signal that identifies the user can be

generated by a small transmitter embedded into a ring, watch, or other artifactcarried on the

human body. We explore two example system designs with a low-power continuous transmitter

that communicates through the skin and a signet ring that needs to be touchedto the screen.

Experiments with our prototype transmitter and tablet receiver show that capacitive commu-

nication through a touchscreen is possible, even without hardware or firmware modifications

on a receiver. This latter approach imposes severe limitations on the data rate, but the rate
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is sufficient for differentiating users in multiplayer tablet games or parentalcontrol applica-

tions. Controlled experiments with a signal generator also indicate that futuredesigns may be

able to achieve datarates that are useful for providing less obtrusive authentication with similar

assurance as PIN codes or swipe patterns commonly used on smartphonestoday.

Global Naming Resolution Service with DMap [22]: This work presents the design

and evaluation of a novel distributed shared hosting approach, DMap, for managing dynamic

identifier to locator mappings in the global Internet. DMap is the foundation fora fast global

name resolution service necessary to enable emerging Internet servicessuch as seamless mo-

bility support, content delivery and cloud computing, and composable mobile systems. Our ap-

proach distributes identifier to locator mappings among Autonomous Systems (ASs) by directly

applying K>1 consistent hash functions on the identifier to produce network addresses of the

AS gateway routers at which the mapping will be stored. This direct mapping technique lever-

ages the reachability information of the underlying routing mechanism that is already available

at the network layer, and achieves low lookup latencies through a single overlay hop with-

out additional maintenance overheads. The proposed DMap technique isdescribed in detail

and specific design problems such as address space fragmentation, reducing latency through

replication, taking advantage of spatial locality, as well as coping with inconsistent entries are

addressed. Evaluation results are presented from a large-scale discrete event simulation of the

Internet with∼26,000 ASs using real-world traffic traces from the DIMES repository. The

results show that the proposed method evenly balances storage load across the global network

while achieving lookup latencies with a mean value of∼50 ms and95th percentile value of

∼100 ms, considered adequate for support of dynamic mobility across the global Internet.

Edge-aware Interdomain Routing Protocol with EIR [23]: This component of the Mo-

bilityFirst architecture is a clean-slate inter-domain routing protocol designed to meet the needs

of the future mobile Internet. In particular, we propose EIR (edge-aware inter-domain routing)

as a general solution for a range of mobility-related requirements including device and network

migration, cross-domain end-host multi-homing, global roaming agreement setup and wireless

edge peering. The EIR protocol provides enhanced information aboutnetwork topology and

edge network properties in order to enable networks across the Internet to make better routing

decisions than currently possible with BGP. This is accomplished with a telescopic network
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state dissemination protocol which makes the entire network graph visible while keeping the

routing overhead within limits. EIR enables autonomous systems to optionally expose internal

network topology and aggregate properties such as bandwidth, availabilityand variability, thus

enabling corresponding networks to select paths which take into accountboth service require-

ments (such as dual-homing or multicast/anycast) and edge network constraints (e.g. LTE vs.

WiFi). Further, EIR is designed to work in conjunction with late binding of namesto addresses

and in-network storage in order to provide robust services in environments with dynamic mo-

bility and disconnection. The design of the EIR is given along with sample use cases (i.e. host

mobility, multi-homing, multicast and edge peering) to further explain the benefits of the pro-

tocol. This is followed by a two-stage evaluation of EIR including an Internetscale simulation

model to verify scalability, and a 200-node experimental ORBIT emulation to validate the

protocol design and provide experimental results for selected usage scenarios.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents CTC, the

novel communication method to manage user identifiers. Chapter 3 describes DMap, the glob-

ally distributed and scalable naming resolution service. Chapter 4 shows EIR, the interdomain

routing protocol that satisfies a range of mobility-related requirement in composable mobile

systems. Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation with future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Capacitive Touch Communication

As we move into the era of composable computing, we increasingly rely on a variety of devices.

We tend to quickly switch between them and temporarily share them with others. Each of these

devices should quickly and accurately recognize the current user notonly for authentication and

identification but also to personalize the services and information it provides. The device should

then follow a simple protocol to update the global naming resolution service (GNRS) with the

new UserID:deviceID mapping so that others, who wish to communicate with the user, know

to which device they should designate the communication channel to. For example, if Alice

wishes to call Bill for streaming voice or video, it would be more convenient for her to be able

to use human-readable, short and simple name as “Bill” instead of having to manually find out

which device Bill currently associated with, then look up for the device’s NA, and lastly open

a socket connection between her device and the network address of Bill’s device. However,

existing technologies, at best, address these needs through slow, error prone, and cumbersome

procedures. Bill would need to first authenticate himself to devices every timehe switches from

one to another. He then has to actively update a name resolution service elsewhere about his

association with the current device. We explored a new form of “wireless” communications,

that we termedcapacitive touch communicationsthat allows touchscreen-enabled devices to

quickly and unobtrusively identify and authenticate their users. The key idea is to exploit the

pervasive capacitive touchscreen and touchpad input devices as receivers for an identification

bitstring transmitted by a hardware identification token worn by users. The token transmits

electrical signals as it makes direct contact with the screen, or indirect contact through human

skin. Since this communication technique has never been explored before inliterature, realizing

it takes paramount efforts. The first challenge comes from the fact thathardware and firmware
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of the touch devices are proprietary; hence we do not have the exact understanding of the in-

ternal electronic and circuitry of the devices. As the result, getting the basicunderstanding of

capacitive touch technologies is a long experimental process. We then faced challenges that

are common in wireless communications, such as bit and frame synchronizations, and having

a noisy channel. However, traditional techniques in wireless communication cannot be directly

applied to address these challenges due to the physical properties of the system including lim-

ited symbol rate, or uncontrolled parasitic capacitance. Instead, we devised our own calibration

and demodulation algorithms to address theses challenges. We tested the system on an off-the-

self device and showed the feasibility of capacitive touch communication. Whilethe current

data rate is limited, it is enough to allow new way of managing user identifiers and enable new

classes of applications such as parental control, multi-users games, and weak authentications.

2.1 Introduction

Mobile devices now provide us ubiquitous access to a vast array of media content and digital

services. They can access our emails and personal photos, open ourcars [24] or our garage

doors [25], pay bills and transfer funds between our bank accounts,order merchandise, as well

as control our homes [26]. Arguably, they now provide the de-facto single-sign on access to all

our content and services, which has proven so elusive on the web.

As we increasingly rely on a variety of such devices, we tend to quickly switch between

them and temporarily share them with others [27]. We may let our children playgames on our

smartphones or share a tablet with colleagues or family members. Sometimes a device may be

used by several persons simultaneously, as when playing a multi-player game on a tablet, and

occasionally, a device might fall into the hands of strangers.

In all these situations, it would be of great benefit for the device to know who is interacting

with it and occasionally to authenticate the user. We may want to limit access to age-appropriate

games and media for our children or prevent them from charging our credit card.1 We desire

to hide sensitive personal information from strangers, colleagues, or perhaps even a curious

1Apple is facing a law suit over children’s in-app credit card purchases[28].
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spouse [29, 27]. Or, we may simply want to enjoy an enhanced user experience from the multi-

player game that can tell who touched the screen.

Unfortunately, user identification and authentication mechanisms available on today’s mo-

bile devices have been largely adopted from PC software and have not followed the versatility

of the usage and sharing possibilities. For example, several mobile devices(e.g. iPad or iOS

devices) do allow to restrict access to device functions, but the devices do not provide any easy

way to quickly change, let alone authenticate users. They provide PIN codes, passwords, for

authentication, and a number of other techniques have been proposed byresearchers [30]. Yet

they remain cumbersome and very few people enable these security features on their phones.

In this work, we will explore a form of “wireless” communication, that we termcapacitive

touch communicationto address this issue. The key idea is to exploit the pervasive capacitive

touch screen and touchpad input devices as receivers for an identification code transmitted by

a hardware identification token. While the token can take many forms, we consider here an

example realization as a ring, inspired by the signet rings used since ancient times. The token

transmits electrical signals on contact with the screen, either direct contactor indirect contact

through the human skin.

The major contributions of this work are as follows:

• Painting a vision to use the near-ubiquitous capacitative touch sensors to distinguish and

possibly authenticate users.

• Introducing and exploring the concept of capacitive touch communication as one mech-

anism to distinguish users.

• Showing how the output of an off-the-shelf touchscreen system can beaffected by elec-

trical signals generated in a token that is in contact with the screen. We also show how

such signals can be transmitted through the human skin.

• Designing and implementing a prototype transmitter in the form of a signet ring and

receiver software for communicating short codes through an off-the-shelf capacitative

touch screen
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a basic capacitive touchscreen

2.2 Background

Touchscreen technology was first developed in the 1960’s for air traffic control systems [31]

and is now a popular user interface technology on devices ranging fromATMs and self-service

terminals in grocery stores or airports, to cars, smartphones, and tablets.Even the touchpads

used in laptops are based on similar technology. These products employ different touchscreen

implementations, including analog resistive, surface capacitive, projectedcapacitive, surface

acoustic wave, infrared and optical technology to mention a few. On mobile devices, however,

capacitive touchscreens have emerged as the main technology and we focus our work on those.

2.2.1 Capacitive Touchscreen Technology

A capacitive screen in most commercial tablets and smart phones consists ofan array of con-

ducting electrodes behind a transparent, insulating glass layer which detects a touch by mea-

suring the additional capacitance of a human body in the circuit. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic

of one possible realization of such a system [32]. When a user touches the screen, her finger

acts as the second electrode in a capacitor with the screen as the dielectric. The touchscreen

electrodes are driven by an AC signal (Vsig) which sends a current through the screen capaci-

tanceCs passing through the body capacitanceCB, and then back into the tablet through the

case capacitanceCc. This change in voltage measured at one or more screen electrodes is then

passed to the screen controller for processing. Because all of the relevant capacitance values
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are small (hundreds of picofarads [33]) environmental noise makes direct measurement of this

current impractical. Instead, the charge integration circuitry in Figure 2.2 isused to measure

the excess capacitance associated with a finger touch. In this case, a digital signal, Vsig, is

synchronized with a pair of switches and a charge integrator. SwitchS3 is first closed to dis-

charge capacitorCi and then opened. Next, switchS1 is closed andS2 opened whileVsig is

high. This charges the series combination of theCB, Cc, andCs. ThenS1 is opened andS2

closed, transferring this charge toCi. This is commonly known as sample and hold operation.

After a fixed number of cycles, the voltage onCi is directly proportional to the ratio between

Ci and the series combination ofCB, Cc, andCs. This voltage is then used to detect touch

and, through the matrix addressing of the electrodes, position of the touch.Hence, even when

a finger moved across the screen surface without lifting it, the finger triggers this detection at

different positions on the electrode array.

2.2.2 Related Work

The most closely related projects to our work are Touché [34], DiamondTouch [35], Signet

[36], IR Ring [37], Magkey/Mickey [38]. Proposed in 2001 as one ofthe first efforts toward

differentiating touches of different users interacting with the same surface, DiamondTouch uses

a physical table to transmit capacitively coupled signals through users, chairs, and finally to

the receiver. Along the line of using human body as a medium of communication Braunet
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al. [39] proposed a technique to detect the presence of human body usingcapacitive proximity

sensing. However, these approaches require extensive hardwareinfrastructure which makes it

impossible to apply to mobile scenarios. Our work seeks for solutions that do not require any

modification or addition of hardware to existing touchscreen-enabled devices.

Touch́e proposes a technique, called Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing,that can rec-

ognize human hand and body configurations. While the technique could enable a new way

of human computer interaction, it would require additional special hardware component to be

manufactured onto the devices. Signet[36] uses physical patterns of conductive material as

unique inputs for authentication through a capacitive touch screen. In contrast, our work fo-

cuses on using arbitrary programmable sequences of bits through directuse of the user’s fingers.

As such, it makes the solution non-intrusive and applicable to wider classesof applications.

There are several ways to authenticate a user, which in general can bedivided into 1) what

you know, 2) what you have, and 3) who you are. PINs, passwordsand swipe patterns are the

most widely spread authentication mechanism for mobile phones [30, 40]. These methods are

easy to implement and require no special hardware, but are easily observable by an adversary

and usually have very low information entropy. For example the usual 4 bit numeric PINs used

in most phones have a theoretical potential entropy oflog2(10
4) = 13.3 bits. Practical entropy

for 4-digit PINs is likely to be much lower, as is the case with passwords [41]. The second type

of authentication mechanisms (“what you have”) are often also referredto as authentication

tokens, examples include Magkey/Mickey [38], RFID or other wireless tokens such as tran-

sient authentication [42], and IR Ring [37]. Magkey and Mickey are tokens that use magnetic

fields and acoustic signals that are received by the phone’s compass and microphone respec-

tively. RFID, NFC and other wireless-based techniques are prone to eavesdropping and suffer

from interference among multiple radio signal sources. One example technique belonging to

that category is RingBow [43], a wearable hardware token in the form ofa ring, which com-

municates with the mobile device using Bluetooth. This type of communication is insecure

during the pairing period and does not allow touchscreen-enabled devices to associate touch

events to their users. And finally, IR Ring demonstrated the possibility to use infra-red and IR

video cameras to authenticate users on a multitouch display, which is not directlyapplicable to

today’s mobile devices due to its additional hardware requirement.
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Examples of “who you are” include iris recognition, face recognition and voice recognition

all of which are being actively prototyped and tested on mobile devices. Motorola Atrix claims

to be the first phone in the western market to have a fingerprint sensor [44] while Sony is

developing a novel finger-vein pattern matching technique [45]. Both these techniques require

specialized hardware which adds to the cost and form-factor of handheld devices and are prone

to known vulnerabilities [46, 47]. On the other hand, face, iris and voice recognition utilizes the

in-built sensors and most of the feature set required are already implemented in mobile devices

for other applications [48, 49]. While these techniques can leverage the abundance of past

research in the respective fields, they also suffer from the well knownspoofing mechanisms [50,

51]. For example both high-quality photograph of the eye and printed contact lenses have been

used to achieve close to 100% spoof acceptance rates for iris recognitionsystems [52].2 Similar

results hold for face detection and voice detection although large strides are also being made

for spoof detection in biometric authentication systems (see Jain et al. [54] and the references

therein). More recently, innovative uses of the various sensors available in most smart phones

have led to a number ofunconventional techniques. For example, there are proposals [55, 56]

for in-air gesture based authentication mechanism which uses the accelerometer sensors of the

mobile device. Being easily visible to an adversary, such a scheme suffersfrom an unpleasant

tradeoff between coming up with complex gestures and being susceptible to copy attacks, and

can also be socially awkward. Implicit authentication is a similar approach whichaims to

authenticate mobile users based on everyday actions such as number/duration of calls, location,

connectivity pattern, etc. and keeps a multi-variable continuous authentication score of the user.

As obvious as it is, this requires a continuous modelling and logging of data from a variety of

sensors and has a high energy cost.

Today’s consumer electronic devices often include some form of parental control mecha-

nisms, which are usually limited to locking out some functionalities of the device or service,

e.g. adult content. Parental control mechanisms are an overlooked areaof research, however,

recent studies indicate that there would be demand for flexible access control mechanisms at

home [57]. Our presented work can be seen as an easy to use enabler for parental access control

2The face recognition system available in the new Google Android based Galaxy Nexus platform can be com-
promised just by showing a picture taken with another smartphone [53].
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mechanisms.

The problem of device pairing is also closely related to secure authenticationand solution

approaches often overlap. The general objective in this case is to enable two devices with no

prior context to securely associate with each other in the presence of man-in-the-middle adver-

sary. The short-range and frequency hopping nature of Bluetooth makes it a robust authentica-

tion mechanism, however several recent works expose a key vulnerability - passive sniffing of

the PIN during the pairing process [58]. Similarly, for near-field communications (NFC) [59]

based pairing, eavesdropping using directional antennas has been shown to be a critical security

threat [60]. Novel use of the accelerometer sensor in mobile devices hasrecently been shown

to provide a secure method of device pairing [61]. While robust for two equipped mobile de-

vices, the requirement of shaking prevents its use from cases which require pairing of a mobile

device with a fixed device. Further, replication of the movement by an adversary is possible

through careful observation of the pairing process. Finally, a recentapproach uses public RF

signals such as TV and FM broadcasts to derive cryptographic keys for secure pairing between

close-by devices [62].

Auxiliary channels to establish shared secrets have been studied extensively in the domain

of secure pairing since the resurrecting duckling model [63]. Examples include using infrared

[64] or humans [65]. More recently secure pairing efforts have focused on using the same

channel for authentication and data, and deriving the keying material based on the local envi-

ronment, e.g [62]. In contrast, our approach provides a seamless way toboth securely pair the

device and authenticate later.

2.3 Capacitive Touch Communication

To allow mobile devices to identify their users in a less obtrusive manner, we explore a novel

form of “wireless” communication in which a touch panel acts as a receiverand a small ring-

like device worn by the user serves as the transmitter. This type of communication, which

we termcapacitive touch communication, could have wide applicability since touch panels are

now ubiquitous.

While it would be interesting to also consider modifications to the touch sensor hardware
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and firmware to facilitate such communication, we focus this first study on exploring to what

extent the communication can be achieved with off-the-shelf touch sensor systems. This means

we will only have access to the touch events exported by the screen’s driver, not the raw voltages

measurements. It imposes very stringent requirements on the communication protocols, as we

will see in the next sections. We believe, however, that this is a useful point solution within the

design space of capacitive touch communication, since this approach wouldallow more rapid

deployment on existing devices.

2.3.1 Creating Artificial Touch Events

Motivated by this goal, we discovered a technique for “spoofing” the screen detection algorithm

by causing the system to alternately register touch/no touch conditions even when the finger is

not moving. This allows us to send a digital signal into the touchscreen.

Referring again to Figure 2.1, one possible method for artificially creating touch events is

by injecting a synchronized signal (V ′
sig) into the circuit with the proper amplitude and phase

to increase or decrease the charge integrated onCi. Unfortunately, the signal in the device,

Vsig, is not available to the external user, so such synchronization would be extremely difficult.

As such, we use an unsynchronized lower frequency signal of high amplitude which charges

and dischargesCi asynchronously, leading to repetitive, but irregular, touch/no touch events
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captured by the touchscreen controller. This process essentially “spoofs” the touch detection

mechanism by injecting high level repetitive signals and introduces a technique to send a low

bit rate signal into the tablet. With precise knowledge of the proprietary touchsensor systems it

should be possible to create much more fine-grained signaling methods. For the purpose of this

feasibility study, however, we will now consider how this coarse techniquecan be leveraged for

designing a user identification system.

2.3.2 Communication System Overview

The communication scheme we are proposing can be modeled as a classical communication

system with a transmitter, a receiver and a complex channel connecting the two, as shown in

Figure 2.3.

Transmitter: The transmitter in our system is a wearable battery-powered hardware token.

One possible form that such a token could take is that of a ring, essentially adigital version

of the signet rings carried by nobility in earlier times3. While many other forms of tokens are

possible, we will use thering concept as a running example throughout this chapter.

The ring would contain a small flash memory that stores a bit sequence or a message, which

could be a user identifier or a secret key that authenticates a user. It also has a simple processor

that reads the bit sequence and generates an On-Off keying (OOK) [66] modulated signal. That

is, bitone is represented by turningona carrier signal; and bitzero by switchingoff that carrier

signal, as theTx Signalshown in Figure 2.3. When the ring is pressed against the screen, it

acts as a voltage source(V ′
sig in Figure 2.1) which creates a set of touch events with timestamps

following the bit sequence being transmitted.

Channel: Since the events generated follow the bit sequence being transmitted, these events

can be used to reconstruct the original bit sequence, which is unknownto the screen otherwise.

3A finger ring bearing a hard-to-fake engraved pattern, which servesas a seal of authority, a signet.
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Thus, in this setting, the channel can be thought of as the combination of all hardware and

software components that affect the relationship between the transmitted bit sequence and the

events registered: (i) the series of capacitances, (ii) the firmware that comes with the screen,

and (iii) the proprietary driver that is a part of the device’s operating system.

Unfortunately, due to the internal switching frequency inside the touch panel, non-deterministic

amount of charge accumulation and the firmware/driver artifacts, the number and the timing of

the events do not directly follow the input sequence. For example, in Figure2.3, when the first

bit one is transmitted, three touch events are triggered, while in the succeedingones five and

four events are produced. Furthermore, even though transmission of azero should not trigger

touch events, one and two events are registered in the twozeros presented in this example re-

spectively. In addition, the channel adds a variable and unknown delaybetween the transmitted

sequence and the touch event registered.

Receiver: TheTx Signaltransmitted by the ring generates touch events represented by the

6-tuple structure depicted in Figure 2.4 (a detailed description of this structure is presented in

Section 2.5). Because the only information we can use is the timestamps of the events registered

by the screen driver, the system requires an unconventional receiver design. Instead of the usual

practice of looking at the amplitude (Touch Amplitudefield) of the received signal, which in

this case is not related to the transmitted data, we use thenumber of events registeredfor

demodulating. That is, the software component receives a bit 1 if the number of events which

appeared in that bit period is greater than a certain threshold and receives a bit 0 otherwise.

We note that there is a variable delay from the moment that touch events were regis-

tered to the kernel until it is handed to the application-level software, whichin our case is

the application-level demodulator. This delay makes demodulating less accurate. The time

variance, we suspect, is due to the queueing and processing delays incurred when the event

information travels up the software stack, from the touch-event handler inthe Android kernel

to the application level. To mitigate this inaccuracy, our demodulator looks at the touch event

timestamps at the kernel level (using a fewprintk commands in the touchscreen driver of our

prototype).

The key challenge is to handle the variance in the number and timing of the eventsthat is

introduced by the channel. To address this issue, we characterize the expected behaviour of the
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channel, reflected in terms of event counts, for decoding of the received sequence, as described

in Section 2.4.1. Specifically, we apply a joint decoding-synchronization technique that uses

a threshold-based and distance-based method to simultaneously synchronize and decode the

received sequence.

Figure 2.5 shows the high level architecture of the system and how components interact.
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Note that since we do not have access to the touchscreen controller, the touch events, not the

underlying physical voltage differences, are the input to the receiver.

Indirect Communication: Even without direct contact with the screen, the ring can com-

municate with the touchscreen device as long as the ring bearing finger is in contact with the

screen. In particular, the electrical pulses that are transmitted through a human finger’s skin

from the ring create the same effect of changing the screen capacitanceto register artificial

touch events. However, we found that due to the skin resistance, the number of events gen-

erated through this type of indirect contact is only enough for detecting thepresence of the

ring, but not stable and regular enough for reliably decoding the data being transmitted. We

can leverage this capability of the communication system to enable a novel technique to dif-

ferentiate two users simultaneously interacting with the same touchscreen, forexample in a

shared-screen two player game. The detection algorithm used for this modeof communication

is described in Section 2.4.3.

2.4 Decoder design

The proposed capacitive touch communication system allows users to send messages to the

application layer of the device. This unconventional use of the touchscreen, especially under

the constraint of using commercial off-the-shelf devices without lower layer access, poses a

number of challenges:

1. We observed that the receiver responds differently to the same inputfollowing a different

bit pattern; this could be due either to the physical layer or the software thatis optimized

for detecting touch events from a human finger. For example, the number ofevents

registered to the screen when bit 1 is sent after a long sequence of 0s is different from

that of a bit 1 that comes after a sequence of 1s. The normal solution is to code the data

to avoid this pattern dependent effect. Rather than adopting a typical bit-by-bit decoding

solution, our data rate is already so limited that we developed our own code optimized

specifically for the observed pattern dependence.

2. There is a variable delay between the transmission of a symbol and its reception at the
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Algorithm 1: Threshold selection algorithm
input : Ediscrete - Event sequence in time domain

TxBitSeq - Original transmitted bit sequence

BitRate - Transmission bit rate (bps)

output: 1e and0e - Expected number of events inones andzeros

1 bitPeriod← 1000

BitRate

2 oneC← 0 // Event counter for all ones

3 zeroC← 0 // Event counter for all zeros

4 //Convert discrete events to event vector in time series

5 for i = 1→ max(Ediscrete) do

6 if existEdiscrete[j] == i thenEt[i]= 1

7 elseEt[i] = 0

8 //Find the starting position that gives the max1e0e Ratio

9 for startPos =1→bitPeriod do

10 for j =1→ length(TxBitSeq) do

11 eCount = sum(Et[startPos + (j− 1) ∗ bitPeriod, startPos + j ∗ bitPeriod])

12 if TxBitSeq(j) == 1 then

13 oneC = oneC + eCount

14 elsezeroC = zeroC + eCount

15 // Update1e0e Ratio

16 current1e = oneC/no. bit 1 in TxBitSeq

17 current0e = zeroC/no. bit 0 in TxBitSeq

18 if current1e/current0e > maxRatio then

19 maxRatio = current1e/current0e

20 1e =current1e ; 0e= current0e

21 return 1e and0e;
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receiver after processing through all layers of firmware and software. This jitter signif-

icantly increases the difficulty of detection. Since the communication channel has low

bandwidth and high jitter, no traditional symbol synchronization schemes canbe directly

applied. We overcome the bit synchronization challenge by simultaneously synchroniz-

ing and demodulating the signal.

3. The channel adds an unknown delay between receiver and transmitter; this problem is

classically solved using a frame synchronization which requires using a preamble. Since

we have a low bandwidth channel and would like to transmit the message in only afew

seconds, the message can only include limited number of bits. Thus, we can not afford

to add the preamble. Instead, we use constrained bit patterns that are unique under cyclic

shifts caused by unsynchronized frames.

The conversion from touch events to a sequence of binary digits is basedon the principle of

On-Off keying; the touchscreen driver produces several events when a binaryone is transmitted

and only a few events when azero is transmitted. The key challenge is to handle the variance

in the number of events associated withones andzeros. In the coming sections, we describe

an off-line calibration procedure to characterize the expected behaviour of the channel, which

is then used in the online phase to classify touch responses aszero or one transmissions.

Once a sequence of bits is decoded, we use a “closeness” metric to determine the distance of

the received message from the set of all possible messages of the same length. This process

corrects for uncertainty in timing and event number. Details about the designof the closeness

metric and the decoding process are presented in the next sections.

2.4.1 Determination of Expected Number of Events forones and zeros

To determine the number of touch events associated with aone or zero, it is necessary to cali-

brate the device at each data rate before use. This calibration to determine thresholds only needs

to be performed once per device, at initialization; thereafter it can be stored in a lookup table

and adjusted during self calibration depending on an estimate of the data rate of the incoming

data sequence or fetched as an input from applications. To determine the counting threshold for

each data rate, a sequence ofones andzeros is repeatedly transmitted in a prescribed pattern.
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Figure 2.6: Offline calibration process searching for the correct bit synchronization point at which the

1e0eratio reaches the maximum value

On the receiver side, event sequence is detected and recorded to a logfile. Threshold selection

algorithm, algorithm 1, takes the log file and the prescribed pattern as input to compute the two

expected counter thresholds1e and0e. We devise Algorithm 1 to simultaneously demodulate

the received event sequence and find the bit starting point. The intuition behind the algorithm is

that the correct bit synchronization maximizes total number of events in allones and minimize

number of event in allzeros . We define1e0eratio as being the normalized ratio between the

total number of events in allones andtotal number of events in allzeros :

1e0e Ratio =

Σ(Event Counters in Ones)
Number of Ones

Σ(Event Counters in Zeros)
Number of Zeros

This ratio is maximized when bit synchronization is correct. The ideal synchronization, for

example, should have total number of events in allzeros close to 0, and number of events in all

ones close to the total number of events in the whole event sequence, in which case 1e0eratio

reaches its maximum. Illustrated in Figure 2.6, in which the transmitter repeatedly transmits

a sequence of alternating 0 and 1, the incorrect synchronization misalignsmany events of bit

ones in to bit zeros making the1e0elower compared to that of the correct synchronization.

Algorithm 1 first converts the discrete timing event information to a event/no-event time series

data. That is, if the received sequence of event isEdiscrete = {E1, E2, ..., Em} in which Ei

is ith event, it will be represented by a vector in the form:Et = [Et1, Et2, ....Ettmax
] where

Eti = 1 if there exists an eventEk such thatEk = i, and0 otherwise. In the second step, the

algorithm tries all possible bit starting points within the first bit period, with eachtrial involving

a counting of the number of events in all bit periods of the sequence. The starting point that
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Bit Rate (bps) 4 5 8 10 12 15

Expected no. of 11.3 9.2 5.8 4.5 3.6 3.3

events inones (1e)

Expected no. of 2.0 1.6 1.2 1.0 0.7 0.7

events inzeros (0e)

One-Zero threshold 7 6 4 4 2 2

Table 2.1: One-Zero threshold and expected number of eventsin bit one andzero for different bit rates
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Figure 2.7: Number of events in bitone and bitzero for transmissions at 4 bits/s

leads to the highest ratio is considered the correct bit sync position, while the bit sequence

corresponding to that starting point is the demodulated result of the event sequence. At the end

of this process, since the total number of events in allones and total number of events in all

zeros is found, the expected number of events inones andzeros, 1e and0e can be derived

and stored in memory for future demodulation. Figure 2.7 shows the distributionof the number

of touch events registered corresponding to the transmissions ofzero andone evaluated by

using algorithm 1 for a 3000 bit sequence of alternatingzeros andones. The variations due

to the transmission bit rate is recorded in table 2.1, which shows that the eventcount threshold

required for decoding varies from 7 events for 4 bits/s to 2 events for 15bits/s.
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(a) Events generated by swipe of a finger without the ring

(b) Events generated by swipe of a finger with the ring

Figure 2.8:Type, SizeandApmlitudevalues generated from finger swipes with and without the ring. A

ring bearing finger produces manyAMPevents while swipe without ring induces correlation between

SizeandAmplitude

2.4.2 Minimum Distance Demodulation

Using the counter thresholds from the previous section, Algorithm 2 demodulates the timing

event sequence to get the data sequence sent by the transmitter. Sharingthe same synchroniza-

tion challenge with the threshold detection algorithm, this algorithm has to detect thepoint in

time at which the data is transmitted. At the same time, it demodulates the event sequence to

get the information that has been transmitted. Note that simply relying on the firstevent to

determine the starting point is not enough since there is a fair amount of timing uncertainty in

the communication channel. Intuitively, the algorithm traverses the sequenceto try all possible

starting points. At each point, it gauges the “distance” between the event sequence and all mes-

sages. It then ranks the positions with “similarity” value and selects the one that has highest

“similarity” index. The message corresponding to that index will be the decoded value of the

event sequence.

So the question remains as to how to measure the similarity between two sequences. We

define a distance metric as following: letD(i, j) be the distance between an event sequence that

has a starting point at pointi and the message,Kj , with j = 1..number of messages. Using

the same notations as defined in the previous algorithm, in whichEt = [Et1, Et2, ....Ettmax
] is

the event vector re-sampled along the time domain, an event counter,eCp, for bit atpth position
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Algorithm 2: Min Distance Demodulation Algorithm
input : Et - Event sequence in time domain

BitRate - Transmission bit rate (bps)

MessageLength - Original message length

PosMessageV ec - Possible message vector

1e and0e - Expected number of events in ones and zeros

output: RxBitSeq - Received bit sequence

1 bitPeriod← 1000

BitRate

2 minDistance←MAX-INT

3 for startPos =1→bitPeriod do

4 foreach messagein PosMessageV ec do

5 rotatedMesgVec =getAllCyclicVersions(message)

6 for j =1→MessageLength do

7 eCount[j ] = sum(Et[startPos + (j− 1) ∗ bitPeriod, startPos + j ∗ bitPeriod])

8 foreach rotatedInstancein rotatedMesgVecdo

9 currentDist = 0;

10 foreach ith bit in rotatedInstance do

11 if ith bit == 1 then

12 currentDist = currentDist + max(0,1e - eCount[i])

13 else

14 currentDist = currentDist + max(0,eCount[i] - 0e)

15 // Update Min distance

16 if currentDistance< minDistance then

17 minDistance = currentDist;

18 RxCandidate = rotatedInstance;

19 return RxCandidate
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from the starting point can be computed by:

eCp =

p∗bit period
∑

q=(p−1)∗bit period

Etq

Then distanceD(i, j) can be derived as:

D(i, j) =

message length
∑

k=1

dk

with

dk =







max(0, eCp − 0e), if the kth bit on messageKj is 0

max(0, 1e− eCp), if the kth bit on messageKj is 1







.

We note that since messages are cyclically transmitted, the algorithm does not only compute

the distance of a sequence to a message but it does so for all uniquerotated version of that

message.

The intuition behind this metric is that it rewards starting points that make the decoded

sequence look similar to one of the messages in the message vector. The smallerthe distance,

the closer the decoded sequence to the message. Hence, smallestD(i, j)will tell which position

on the sequence is correct synchronization position and which message isthe event sequence

representing.

We note that when the number of possible messages is small (order of hundreds), it is fea-

sible to apply Algorithm 2 to exhaustively search through the whole message space to demodu-

late. However, when the number of possible messages is large, the above exhaustive algorithm

can become prohibitively expensive or impossible. In such cases, more efficient algorithm as-

suming no knowledge of the message becomes handy. That algorithm shares the same intuition

with Algorithm 1, in that it tries all possible starting points. However, at each possible position,

it directly converts the sequence to data bit sequence by counting the number of events in each

bit period and select the one that yields the highest1e0e ratio.

Other demodulation schemes.In the process of finding the most suitable demodulation

scheme, we experimented with several other demodulations schemes such asNon-thresholding

modulation, 1e0e ratio demodulationandmaximum key correlation. Non-thresholding modu-

lation scheme does not require any training to learn expected number of events in zeros (0e)
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and ones (1e). It instead looks at all possible starting positions and compares them with all

possible keys to find the best match. The comparison is done by counting the number of touch

events in bitones and bitzeros . The ratio between the two counters is used as the corre-

lation metric. The algorithm simultaneously picks the synchronization point and decodes the

sequence of events by selecting the starting point that gives the highest correlation with one of

the possible keys. The maximum key correlation method takes an approach that is similar to

the minimum distance modulation but has a different evaluation function. For that we defined

another correlation coefficient function to take the noisy channel into account. Specifically, the

function gives one point to a bit that is equal to the bit at the same position on the correct key

and gives partial point to the bit that is not correctly decoded but has a number of events close

to theOne−Zero threshold. Lastly, by relaxing the requirement about the prior knowledgeof

the possible message space, we have the third alternative algorithm,1e0e ratio demodulation

algorithm. It becomes useful when the possible message space is unknownor so large that it

is prohibitively expensive to conduct an exhaustive search to find minimumdistance or maxi-

mum correlation. All three alternative algorithms however do not perform as well as the Min

Distance Algorithm presented earlier after the calibration process under the assumption of a

manageable and known message space.

2.4.3 Ring Detection for Indirect Communication

As mentioned in Section 2.3, an indirect mode of communication is enabled when instead of

the ring, a ring bearing finger is in direct contact with the touchscreen. Insuch cases, only the

presence of a ring needs to be detected. However detecting the ring in the presence of finger

movements (or finger swipes) is challenging since the events generated dueto the movement

of the finger and those by the ring cannot be easily distinguished.

Figure 2.8 shows three fields of the touch event outputs:Type, SizeandAmplitude, gen-

erated when a user swipes a finger across the screen with and without thering. We leverage

two key observations from the patterns observed for designing a robust detection algorithm:

(i) events generated by the finger movement without the ring are mostly of typeMOVE while

those generated by the ring are mostly of typeAMP, however due to the excess pressure exerted

from the drag force of the finger on the touchscreen, a fewAMP events can also be generated
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Figure 2.9: Touchsreen responses to 10 Volt peak-to-peak square wave signals with different

frequencies ranging from 100Hz to 120KHz (log scale)

during finger swipe movements without the ring; (ii) in the absence of the ring,the sequence of

SizeandAmplitudevalues are correlated since increasing the pressure brings more surface area

of the finger in contact with the screen. We confirm these observations by collecting data from

a large number of swipe movements, both with and without the ring from 5 different users.

Since both the presence of a large number ofAMP events and the absence of correlation

betweenSizeandAmplitudeindicate the presence of a ring, we define a metricpring, which re-

lates to the normalized number ofAMPevents registered (namp) and the correlation coefficient

between theSizeandAmplitudevalues (cSA) as:

pring = α× namp + (1− α)× (1− cSA)

whereα ∈ [0, 1] is parameter which signifies the relative contributions ofnamp andcSA in

determining thepring value. Given a set of generated events, a detection thresholdλth is then

used on thepring value to classify the presence or absence of the ring. We determined the

values of the two parametersα andλth through a training set consisting of 1000 swipes from 3

different users, using traditional least square minimization. After the training, α andλth were

determined to be 0.83 and 0.5 respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Distribution of inter-event arrival times of events generated by a 10 Volt peak-to-peak

1KHz square wave signal captured in kernel level log files

2.5 Exploring the parameter space

Data transmission using capacitive touchscreen communication is an unexplored mode of com-

munication. In this section, we explore the dynamic ranges of frequency, voltage and signal

types that can be used for triggering usable events through the screen driver. Having picked the

most suitable set of parameters, we then study the performance of the communication system

for different use cases.

In order to conveniently vary the input signal parameters, as required inthis analysis, we

placed a flat, rounded copper piece on the screen surface of a Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1, which

uses a Atmel maxTouch touch panel [67], and attached it to the output of anAFG 3000 Series

function generator [68]. This setup simulates the touch of the ring on the screen surface while

offering two main benefits over the battery-powered prototype describedin Section 2.6: (i) it

alleviates the microcontroller’s limitation in generating arbitrary waveforms and (ii) it greatly

expands the scale of repeated experiments (order of tens of thousands of logging runs) which

would be otherwise limited by time and human effort.
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2.5.1 Triggering Touch Events

The inner-workings of the touch screen are proprietary and not available for use in designing

either our hardware or software. A main task is to determine what type of electrical signal will

be interpreted as a touch event when it is injected into the touchscreen. To answer this, we

inject different signals from a function generator through an attached electrode approximately

the size of a finger to the surface of the touchscreen. Note that we are not only interested in

reliably creating artificial touch events but also trying to create those eventat maximum rate.

Since the transmitter modulates the signal using an OOK scheme, the higher the event rate is,

the faster it can transmit.

The touch events retrieved by the tablet’s operating system, Android 3.2, are represented

in a 6-tuple structure depicted in Figure 2.4. Indicated throughEvent Typefield, touches are

classified into one of the following types:MOVE, AMP, MOVEAMP, PRESS, RELEASEand

SUPPRESS. For example, aMOVEAMPevent is registered when both touch pressure and X,Y-

coordinates change at the same time; and aSUPPRESSevent happens when the touch pressure

exceeds a predefined threshold. Note that such touch events are triggered when a finger first

touches the panel, when the position of the finger on the screen changes,when the pressure

changes, and when the finger leaves the screen.Touch SizeandTouch Amplitudespecify the

size and amplitude of the touch respectively.Pointer ID is used to differentiate the presence of

two or more points of contact at the same time, or multi-touch. A physical touch causes voltage

changes at many different electrodes, but the firmware and driver aggregate them to output a

single touch event to the operating system. Since the aggregation algorithm is proprietary, the

conversion from electrical signals of our interest to such touch events can only be empirically

learnt.

An important aspect of the system is the maximum possible data rate through the screen,

which depends on two key characteristics of the screen: (i) the highest rate at which the driver

and firmware allows touch events to be registered and (ii) the internal switching frequency of the

sensing hardware. Atmel mXT1386’s datasheet specifies a maximum of 150raw touch events

per second [67]. However, due to the driver in Android’s software stack, the maximum rate

is significantly reduced. We conducted many experiments to gauge the actualmaximum event
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Figure 2.11: CDF of inter-event arrival times of events captured at application level and kernel level log

files with 10 Volt peak-to-peak 1KHz square wave input signal

detection rate. We transmitted signals with different waveforms, at different frequencies and

voltage levels to a screen. With frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 120 KHz, we observed that

a 10 Volt peak-to-peak square wave signal at a frequency of 1 KHz can register the maximum

rate of 41 events/second (i.e. average inter event arrival time of1
41 = 24 ms).

In particular, we began with finding the frequency to which the touch-screen was most

responsive. To do so, we set the Tektronix digital function generator togenerate square wave

of different frequencies at 10 Volt peak-to-peak amplitude. The frequency was varied from 100

Hz to 1 KHz with 100 Hz difference, from 1 KHz to 10 KHz with 1KHz difference, and from

10 KHz to 120 KHz with 10s KHz difference. To collect the signals, we wiredthe output from

the function generator to a flat soldered electrode, then placed the electrode on the surface of the

Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 touchscreen. To make the electrode stable on the surface, we taped

it tightly to the touchscreen to avoid unintended movement. For each frequency, we collected

the data for 200 seconds. Then recorded the number of events collectedfrom the kernel. The

average number of events is shown in Figure 2.9, which suggests that the screen best responds
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to a signal at 1 KHz.

Figure 2.11 shows the CDF of inter-event arrival times at the kernel andapplication level

log files. While almost 90% of the times, two consecutive events captured by thekernel log

happen within 20 ms with very little variation, that number widely varies from 3 ms to 48

ms in the case of the application level log. That observation indicates that using the timing

information from kernel level log would could improve the demodulation resultswhich mainly

relies on event timestamps. In addition, we also observed that sinusoidal or triangular signals

do not register any events. With such waveforms, the rate of signal change is so slow that the

voltage amplitude sensed is not high enough to be considered a touch event.We further tested

with signals with different amplitudes and noticed that if the voltage amplitude of thesignal

is too high, the screen blocks all subsequent touch events for a short period of time and sends

an error event to the operating system, which is the SUPPRESS event mentioned above. If the

voltage is too low, the signal is either not detected or detected at a very low rate by the touch

screen.

A scatter plot of 86,200 events collected over 1850 seconds, Figure 2.10, illustrates the

distribution of inter-arrival times, i.e. the time difference between two consecutive events,

captured in kernel level log. An interesting pattern can be observed in Figure 2.10 is: most of

the inter arrival times fall into specific narrow bands which we believe to be due to firmware

throttling. Its cumulative distribution shows that 98% of the time, the inter-event arrival time

is less than 40 ms. Note that this event detection rate is more than 7 times lower than the rate

of 150 raw touch events per second specified by the manufacturer [67]. Without access to the

physical layer and the proprietary driver, we cannot determine the origin of this discrepancy.

We suspect that the touch panel device driver imposes a practical limit on how many events the

operating system can see under certain assumption on the maximum possible event rate that can

generated by human being.The data rate could be at least 7 times faster than what we currently

achieve with access to the driver; and even higher data rate might be possible with direct access

to the lower physical layer.
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Figure 2.12: Detection rate for different message lengths and bit rates

2.5.2 Bitrate vs. Detection Rate Trade-off

The main performance metrics here are the detection rate and the false acceptance rate. The de-

tection rate signifies the probability of correct decoding of a message while the false acceptance

rate characterizes the probability of a wrong message being incorrectly decoded as the original

message. As explained in Section 2.4 and shown in Table 2.1, there exists a trade-off between

the detection rate and the bit rate at which messages can be decoded from the touchscreen event

logs. Correspondingly, since there are higher chances of incorrectdecoding at higher bit rates,

the number of false positives increase as the bit rate increases. In order to quantify this phe-

nomenon, we use the setup described above to repeatedly transmit messages of different length

at different bit rates. Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 show the detection andfalse acceptance

rates observed. To derive the detection rate for each message length and bit rate, we transmit

each message of that length 5000 times and present the average percentage of messages that are

correctly decoded. Similarly, the false acceptance rate is derived by sequentially fixing each

message as the correct message and transmitting all other messages of the same length 5000

times.

The trends in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 indicate a gradual decline in the detection rate

with the increase in either the transmission bit rate or message length. We note thatfor simple
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Figure 2.13: False acceptance rate for different key lengths and bit rates

parental control applications, a 99% detection rate can be achieved by using 2 or 3 bit mes-

sages at 4 bits/s. For applications that have a less stringent detection rate requirement, a much

higher bit rate can be used to speed up the required data transmission time. For authentication

applications, transmitters typically need to transmit a longer bit sequence. To get the similar

entropy level that the 4-number PIN code has, for example, transmitters have to send a 14-bit

long sequence into the screen, which could take about 3 seconds at 5 bits/s.

2.5.3 Indirect Communication Results
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Figure 2.14: Multi-user games: Swipe detection rate
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The next set of results are targeted towards detection of individual users in an indirect commu-

nication scenario. In this scenario, while the bit rate required is not very high, touching the ring

to the touchscreen would hinder in the game-playing process. As such we leverage the fact that

even if the finger-tip of the ring bearing finger touches the screen, the patterns in the registered

event logs can be used to differentiate between a user with a signet ring and the one without it.

In order to quantify the performance of this algorithm, we collected a total of 6,000 swipes

from 3 different users with half the swipes with a ring on. We asked the users to vary the swipe

duration between 300ms to 1.5 seconds but since making a swipe last for precisely a given

time is difficult, we bucketed the collected swipes into 100ms durations starting from 250ms

to 1550ms and discard swipes outside of this range. The swipe duration of all swipes within

a bin are approximated by the mean value of the bin. Using the move events registered in this

dataset, we calculated the detection rate of ring bearing users and the percentage of swipes

without rings which were wrongly classified as one with rings, i.e., the false acceptance rate.

The resulting values shown in Figure 2.14 shows that the detection rate increases with the

duration of the swipe, at first sharply from∼68% for 300ms swipes to∼92% for 500ms swipes

and then gradually after that. Thus if the duration of the swipes used in a multi-player game is

longer than 700ms, the users can be classified correctly with a 95% confidence level.

We note that the use of the ring and this communication technique in general has minimal

impact on the screen’s operational performance (i.e. power consumption,touch event param-

eters) and to the running applications. Because it generates multiple touch events which are

handled by the screen’s firmware and the operating system, the ring introduces a small pro-

cessing overhead to the mobile device. That overhead however is negligible compared to the

legacy load of the mobile device. On the other hand, the effects of the ring ontouch events’

amplitude and size is observable. That would affect legacy applications that operates on the

two parameters.

2.6 Ring Prototype and Evaluation

The use of this communication channel with touchscreen device requires a hardware token to

generate the appropriate electrical signal and inject it into the touch sensing circuitry. In this
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Bottom view
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(a) Prototype circuit board (b) Usage of the prototype ring

Figure 2.15: The prototype ring and its usage for transmitting short messages from the ring to a

touchpad

section, we describe our prototype of the ring which uses off-the-shelfcomponents.

2.6.1 Hardware Prototype

The core of the token is a low cost, low power microprocessor, TI-MSP430F2722 [69] that was

programmed to generate modulated 3 Volt square waves at a frequency of 1KHz. Figure 2.16

shows the schematic of the custom-built ring. This square wave is modulated with On-Off key-

ing to trigger artificial touch events in the screen’s firmware. The microprocessor is mounted on

a 18 mm x 30 mm off-the-shelf board, part of TI-MSP430 eZ430 development kit, as shown on

Figure 2.15(a)-bottom view. We specify the transmission data rate and data sequence by pro-

gramming the microprocessor through the USB interface that comes with the kit. The square

wave and its parameters were selected through experiments with a function generator, as de-

scribed in section 2.5. Since we found that 3 Volt was not adequate for generating touch events,

we amplify the output of the microprocessor using a single bipolar transistor,BC548B [70],

with the supply voltage of 9 Volt (Figure 2.15(a)-top view). One of the most challenging parts

of the prototype was to design the electrode configuration that would allow thesignal to be

injected in series with the touchscreen and the body capacitance of the user. The best point

in the circuit to inject the signal,V ′
sig in figure 2.1, would be in series with the finger and the

rest of the body at a point close to the screen. This has obvious anatomical difficulties and

the low internal resistance of the body makes injection between two closely spaced electrodes,
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of the custom-built ring

as on the inside surface of a ring, impractical. We opted for a system wherethe user would

wear an insulating ring whereV ′
sig was injected between electrodes on the inside and outside

of the dielectric band. The inner electrode was connected with the finger and, through the body

capacitanceCB and case capacitanceCc (as described in section 2.2), to the internal circuitry

in the tablet. The outer electrode on the ring was directly pressed on the screen, formingCs to

complete the circuit.

Because a uniform and reproducible contact between the touchscreenand the ring is es-

sential to minimize the error rate, we choose to use a flexible conductive material to make the

electrode and design the face of the ring to control the compression of thatmaterial. If the

pressure is too high, the screen bends and its capacitance,Cs, increases which in turns can in-

troduce errors. We control this pressure by surrounding the electrode with an insulating spacer

of the correct thickness to properly control the compression of the flexible electrode.

2.6.2 Preliminary Prototype Performance

Using the prototype ring, we experimented with injecting messages through the Samsung

Galaxy Tablet 10.1 touchscreen. We implemented an Android application that mimics com-

mon login authentication procedures. The application decodes the key carried by and transmit-

ted from the ring. Depending on which key its receives, the application will load the profile of

the corresponding user that associates with that key. While conducting the experiment, we no-

ticed that at times no events were triggered during the transmission of a 1 bit orvice versa. This
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lead to unreliable decoding of messages but we were still able to distinguish twocodes with a

larger hamming distance. One user carries a ring with the key “1110” and another user carries

a ring with the key “1000”. Each users touched the ring on to the tablet’s display 50 times.

A simple threshold-based algorithm that uses the number of touchscreen events generated as

input was able to identify the first ring correctly 44 times and the second ring 43 times, leading

to an overall detection rate of 87%. We suspect that the quality of the contact between the ring

and the touch panel plays a critical role in these experiments. To eliminate this variance due to
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Figure 2.17: Detection rate and False acceptance rate usingring prototype for different message lengths

and bit rates
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contact differences from touch to touch, we experimented with transmitting multiple messages

while the ring was held steady on the display. Here, we used message lengthsbetween 2 and 5

bits transmitted at the rates of 4 bits/s and 5 bits/s from which the detection rate (DR) and false

acceptance rate (FAR) are evaluated. For each message at each data rate, we put the ring down

onto the screen 3 times and keep it there long enough so that 200 repetitions of the message

are transmitted from the ring to the screen. We show in Figure 2.17 the DR and FAR results

over the 200 repetitions from best case (presumably best contact) of these three trials. Each bar

represents the average rates over different data rates and message lengths. We observed that the

detection rate decreases with the increase of both the message length and bitrate. Note, how-

ever, that the overall detection rate could be improved through retransmissions of the message.

Therefore, even the lower detection rate of 82% may still be adequate for some of our targeted

applications. For the user identification application, for example, up to 3 seconds of continuous

repeated message transmission would results in less than 6 errors per 1000uses. These results

illustrate what can be achieved with this transmitter if the reliability issues are worked out.

We believe that another source of error in this prototype stems from the relatively long rise

time of the square wave since the touchscreen events appear to be triggered by the edges in the

input signal. It is also important to note that both the electronics and the firmware of the screen,

which we do not have access to, are optimized for the relatively slow movement of a human

finger. Thus, the screen driver deliberately throttles the maximum rate of touch events, which

reduces touch error in normal use but limits our system to very low bit rate transmission. We

believe that the transmission rate could be improved substantially with access to the touchscreen

controller firmware, which should allow processing internal touchscreenmeasurements, e.g.

physical voltage differences.

2.7 Discussion

Let us briefly consider remaining issues related to the energy consumption and security appli-

cations of this technique.

Energy Consumption. The current prototype implementation is based on a 3 Volt mi-

croprocessor driving a 9 Volt high speed bipolar transistor amplifier to generate a continuous
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signal. Energy consumption and some of the synchronization issues in our prototype could be

significantly reduced by incorporating a switch under the contact surface that powers up the

ring when pressed against the touch screen. To estimate the cost and battery life of such a ring

version, we use the smallest readily available lithium primary battery, the CR2025 which is 10

mm in diameter and supplies 3.0 volts with a 30 mA-h capacity. The typical currentdrain in

standby with RAM-retention of a modern microprocessor (e.g. the TI MSP430 family) is about

0.1 microamps. Even with this small battery, this would provide over 3 decades of standby

lifetime for the ring electronics. Once awake, the processor will use significantly more current,

but the minimal computing requirements result in this being low, also. The smaller MSP-430

processors typically use about 220 microamp at 1 MHz, so even if shifting out the short code

takes 100 cycles of the CPU, this battery will still provide enough energy for over 5000 uses.

Since the capacitances are very small, the current will also be low and a simplebuck-boost

dc-dc converter with one miniature inductor will be quite adequate to supply the9 Volt [71].

Assuming only a 10% charge conversion efficiency for the converter, this circuit still uses

only about 2 nanocouloumbs/charge-discharge cycle. Modulating at 1 KHz and sending 10

bits/second, this allows the battery to supply over 50 million bits, far in excess ofany of the

other limits in the system. The cost of such a system will be dominated by the processor, several

tens of cents, but in high volume that can be replaced by a simple sequence generator, either

read-only or flash, for only a few cents.

Security considerations.The current limits on data rate only allow transmission of very

short codes and thus allow only weak authentication at best. Improvements indata rate through

modifications in the touchscreen firmware could alleviate these limits, however. The low carrier

frequency of our system, between 5-10 kHz, would then also offer additional protection against

eavesdropping. Since antenna size should be proportional to the wavelength of the signal,

transmission of this signal into the RF domain would require an antenna much larger than

the size of the human body. While we cannot rule out that some signal can bereceived with

customized resonant antennas, however, the level of effort required would be much higher than

for picking up a e.g. 2.4 GHz signal used in WiFi and Bluetooth. If such eavesdropping ever

were an issue, it could also be addressed by transmitting a noise signal from the receiving

device.
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Another security consideration is the concern of unauthorized use of thehardware token. It

however can be addressed by integrating bio-metric signature techniques[72] with the token,

activating its transmission capability only when the token recognizes the owner’s signature.

Note that the referred biometric signature techniques cannot be directly used in replacement of

our techniques for authentication due to its required infrastructure support.

Alternative hardware designs. The current design could be enhanced with a feedback

channel using a photodetector. The ring could receive information fromthe mobile device

through this visual channel, where the device encodes the information in thepixel intensities.

This would enable a challenge response protocol, which could greatly enhance the security

of an authentication system. In addition to challenge response security enhancement, the pho-

todetector could receive acknowledgement signals from the tablet to ensure the reliability of the

transmission. One way to use this feedback information would be for the signet ring to optimize

detection by the tablet by varying the frequency and phase of the electrical pulse pattern.

An alternative physical layer approach could be to vary the effective capacitance between

the ring and screen. This could be done by inserting another capacitor between the ring surface

and the screen whose area or thickness could be modulated. Done properly, this could generate

touch events with even less power than the current hardware design. Using the form factor

of the ring surface that creates multiple contact points with the screen taking advantage of

the multi-touch capabilities could further improve the data rate for any of the physical layer

technique we discussed.

Error correction and control coding schemes.Under the current data rate, we design our

code to reduce the false positive and improve detection rate by first studying the pattern of error

when a short data sequence is transmitted. We choose the code words thatare more distinguish-

able given the observed error patterns. In particular, we use codes which have frequent changes

in values and, hence can be easily synchronized. In addition, we require that beginning of the

code sequence is easily distinguishable by avoiding non-cyclic patterns.

When able to achieve a higher data rate and target applications that requirethe transmission

of a long data sequence, we plan to exercise the same process to design anappropriate coding

scheme. A specific application would determine the length of the code being transmitted and

the characteristics of error pattern would indicate which coding scheme is best suited.
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Applications. As alluded to in the introduction, there are several applications that could

make use of our capacitive touch communication technique. With the current performance, the

proposed technique can be directly applied to parental control applications, multi-user games

and weak authentication for mobile devices. Further improvement in transmission rate and

reliability would open up many other of applications.

User identification and authentication in many cellular networks has so far been based on

SIM cards, essentially tokens directly inserted into a cellular phone. This was an adequate

solution when people access the network through a single device. With access to diverse devices

such as smart phones, laptops, tablets, and cars that may be shared among multiple users - who

may be constantly on the move - it is becoming more important to understand which user is

interacting with them at any given time. In addition, with future shared data plans (shared

across devices) data usage from any device could be charged towarduser account instead of

charging toward devices. That billing model can be realized by our proposed techniques in

which the signet ring is used as a separate identification token, a portable SIM, worn by users.

The ring can be used as a replacement for credit card (i.e. credit ring)for authenticating

monetary transactions on mobile phones and ATM machines. At the same time, thanks to the

pervasiveness of capacitive touch technology, the same ring could be used to access a smart-

home where it would not only unlock the door but could also authorize access to and load

user-specific preferences on all the user’s devices in the house such as entertainment systems,

home appliances.

2.8 Conclusion

We have presented the design and implementation of a technique to transmit information through

a capacitive touchscreen. Our method triggers touch events in the touchscreen device by inject-

ing an electric signal that affects the capacitance measurements of the screen. Our experiments

show that this is feasible even with an off-the-shelf touchscreen system, albeit at very low bi-

trates. Controlled experiments with a signal generator demonstrates data rates of 5-10 bps.

While some reliability challenges remains, we also achieved up to 4-5 bps with a wearable

transmitter token in the form of a small signet ring and demonstrated that some signals can be
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transmitted through the human skin. Transmission of information via small physical tokens can

be used to distinguish who is interacting with a mobile device, and can be usefulfor parental

control, multiuser games (particularly when played on a single device), and possibly play a role

in authentication solutions. It differs from other short-range communicationsystems in that it

requires physical touch for communication, which can be an advantage if multiple potential

users are so close that they cannot be differentiated with the other short-range systems. The

technique could also be used to distinguish different devices touching the screen such as sty-

luses or boardgame tokens. We believe that significantly higher data rates could be achieved

by designing receiver capabilities into touch screens and few this work asa first step towards

exploring how this touch sensor can participate in the exchange of information between mobile

devices.
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Chapter 3

Global Naming Resolution Service

DMap is the foundation for a fast global name resolution service necessary to enable emerging

Internet services such as seamless mobility support, content delivery and cloud computing. In

the context of composable mobile systems, DMap allows devices to lookup network locators of

other endpoints efficiently at scale. To address the most challenging problems in global nam-

ing resolution – scalablity and latency – DMap distributes identifier to locator mappings among

Autonomous Systems (ASes) by directly applying consistent hashing functions on the identifier

to produce network addresses of the AS gateway routers at which the mapping is stored. The

novelty comes from leveraging the reachability information of the underlying routing mecha-

nism that is already available at the network layer, and achieves low lookuplatencies through

a single overlay hop without additional maintenance overheads. The evaluation results, using

a large-scale custom-built discrete event simulation of the Internet with∼26,000 ASs and real-

world traffic traces, show that the proposed method evenly balances storage load across the

global network (hence scalable) while achieves lookup latency with a mean value of∼50 ms

and95th percentile value of∼100 ms, considered suitable to support dynamic mobility across

the global Internet.

3.1 Introduction

The concept of separating identifiers from routable addresses or locators has been advocated by

a number of authors in the networking community [17, 18, 19, 20]. Separation of names from

addresses makes it possible to avoid implicit or explicit binding of sources and destinations

to the network’s actual topology. Using existing terminology, theidentifier names a commu-

nicating object, such as a particular mobile phone, while thelocator identifies an address the

network can use to route messages. For example, a phone connecting to different 3G, 4G, and
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WiFi networks would get a separate locator for each network. However, the identifier, which in

this case could be the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) number, would remain

the same. The goal of this work is to explore the feasibility of identifier based communication

under the assumption of large-scale dynamic mobility of named objects. In the above example,

programmers should be able to send messages to a particular phone based on its IMSI number

rather than to an IP address. We take the position that identifiers can also beused to name

abstract entities and services; they need not to be tied to a particular device.

Identifier based communication has many advantages, including simplified implementation

session management, multi-homing, mobility, disconnection, authentication and security [17,

18, 19, 20]. When there is a high degree of dynamism between the communicating entities

and the network (as in most mobile service, content retrieval and cloud computing scenarios),

using identifiers to define network-attached objects is more appropriate thanusing locators.

Intuitively, it is easier to work with networking primitives based on identifiers when the locator

changes faster than the timescales of the communication session. For example,a voice call

may last 30 minutes, but a mobile device in a vehicle may change its network attachment

points many times during this period.

Realizing an identifier based protocol stack has several challenging aspects; the key design

issue we address in this work is the dynamic binding of identifiers to locators. That is, when the

user presents the networking stack with an identifier, the networking subsystem must quickly

return a set of locators, ornetwork addresses(NAs) back to the user. We address the challenge

of providing a fast global name resolution service at Internet scale in thischapter, and describe

and evaluate a specificDirect Mapping (DMap) scheme for achieving a good balance between

scalability, low update/query latency, consistency, availability and incremental deployment.

We take note of two trends in the Internet community that have significant bearing on the

design of a global name resolution scheme. First, a flat identifier space is preferred to the

hierarchical domain names currently used in the Internet. The use of flat, location independent

identifiers is a central tenet of a number of clean slate proposals such as AIP [73], HIP [19],

ROFL [74] and MobilityFirst [16]. The key advantage of flat labels lies in their use for direct

verification of the binding between the name and an associated object (see [75] for a detailed

discussion). As a result, name resolution schemes that rely on the hierarchical structure of
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Figure 3.1: Distributed global identifier to locator mapping service

the name such as the Domain Name System (DNS) or LISP-TREE [76] are notsuitable for

supporting such a flat identifier space.

The second trend is that due to its separation from the network attachment point, global

names or identifiers will tend to belong to end-users or application providersrather than to

the network, as is currently the case with IP. Hosts and other network-attached objects (con-

tent, computing services, etc.) are not owned by any Internet Service Provider (ISP), but they

just happen to be connected to a particular Autonomous System (AS). Mostname resolution

schemes propose to store the mappings of the identifiers belonging to an AS inside that AS

only [77]. The same rationale, however, does not work for a host-based identifier space because

hosts (or content) do not belong to any particular AS, especially with the increasing number

of mobile hosts which often have multiple simultaneous points of network attachment.Thus

we challenge the assumed constraint of ownership based storage and design a scheme with

network-wide sharing of the identifier-locator mappings independent of the AS boundaries.

Motivated by these trends, we propose a dynamic identifier to locator mappingmanagement

scheme called DMap which supports a flat space of a identifiers, referred to asGlobally Unique

Identifiers, or GUIDs. A GUID is a long bit sequence, such as a public key, that is globally
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unique and long enough that the chance of a collision is infinitesimally small. Eachend host,

such as laptops, mobile phones, servers and virtual machines can have aGUID. In addition,

even abstract objects, such as a piece of content or a particular context, can have GUIDs. Each

GUID is associated with one or more network addresses (NAs) that it attaches or belongs to.

For example, the NAs of a multi-homed laptop in Figure 3.1 includes the NA of its 3G service

provider and the NA of the network that its WiFi interface attaches to. We denote the identifier

to locator mapping as the GUID→NA mapping.

To perform the mapping service for a given GUID, DMap appliesK(K > 1) hashing

functions onto it to produce a list ofK network addresses, which are IP addresses in today’s

Internet, and stores the GUID→NA mapping in the ASs that announce those network addresses.

By doing so, DMap spreads the GUID→NA mappings amongst ASs, such that an AS will host

mappings of other ASs, as well as have its mappings hosted by others. A keyadvantage of this

shared hostingapproach is that it allows the hosting ASs to be deterministically and locally

derived from the identifier by any network entity. DMap is simple yet efficient. It leverages the

routing infrastructure to reach the hosting AS in a single overlay hop; it does not require a home

agent, unlike mobile IP and existing cellular networks. Further, the potential shortcoming of

the direct mapping scheme, the lack of locality, is addressed by having multiple copies of the

mappings that are stored in multiple locations. We further improve the design by including a

local copy of the mapping within the AS that the GUID is residing in (this AS may change as

the host moves).

Through detailed simulation studies, we show DMap achieves a95th percentile round trip

query response time of below 100ms, which is important to support the fast growing class of

mobile devices connected to the Internet. Our results also show that DMap can proportionally

distribute GUID→NA mappings among ASs, which is critical to scale our system to support

billions of GUIDs and NAs associated with a global scale network.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide the background

and motivation for DMap. The working of DMap and how DMap addressesseveral technical

challenges are discussed in Section 3.3. We present detailed simulation evaluation results in

Section 3.4, and an analytical model in Section 3.5. Finally, we have the relatedwork in

Section 3.6 and the concluding remarks in Section 2.8.
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3.2 Background and Motivation

3.2.1 Identifier and Locator Separation

While there is broad agreement on identifier locator separation [17, 78], implementation pro-

posals vary widely along two main design dimensions: (i) what does an identifier correspond

to? and (ii) how is it mapped to a locator? There are two main approaches. In the router-based

proposals such as LISP [79], Six/One [80] and APT [81], the identifiers identify the network

endpoints, and hosts can be reached by specifying the endpoint through which they are con-

nected to the network. Thus a host has to acquire a different endpoint identifier every time it

changes its network attachment point (though patches to work around this problem have been

proposed [82]). In contrast, there is an alternativehost-basedapproach in which identifiers are

designated to end hosts, resulting in each host maintaining its identifier irrespective of changes

in its point of attachment to the network. HIP [19], MILSA [20] and MobilityFirst [16] pro-

posals have shown the distinct benefits of having host-based identifiers interms of mobility

support, multi-homing support and security, evidently at the cost of requiring changes in the

host-side protocol stack.

3.2.2 Requirements of Host-Based Identifiers

We believe that a host-based mapping scheme must meet the following requirements:

• Flat Identifiers: The mapping architecture needs to support structureless, flat identifiers.

• Low Latency: Since mobility is directly handled using dynamic identifier to locator

mapping, latency requirements are much stricter in host-based schemes.

• Low Staleness:Fast mobility support also requires that the identifier-locator mappings

be updated at a time-scale smaller than the inter-query time.

• Storage Scalability: Since flat identifiers would lead to substantially more number of

identifier to locator entries, the mapping scheme needs to scale to the order of billions of

entries instead of thousands [83].
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The above requirements call for a fundamental shift from traditional mechanisms such as

MobileIP, DNS and DHT. While it is applicable at small scale, the mapping schemeof MobileIP

incurs high overhead since all mappings are resolved by the home agent regardless of its dis-

tance to correspondents. A home agent acting as a relaying node on the data plane in tunnelling

mode makes MobileIP not scalable to global Internet scale. On the other hand, since it relies

on extensive caching, DNS cannot deal with fast updates. In addition,to store the mappings of

billions of hosts and handle their updates/queries, a much larger dedicated infrastructure than

the current DNS would be required. Traditional Distributed Hash Table (DHT) schemes and

their optimized variations, e.g., [84, 85], aim to solve the problems of centralized solutions

but invariably introduce a fundamental tradeoff between service latencyand table/maintenance

overhead. A detailed discussion of other existing mechanisms along with their pros and cons

are presented in Section 3.6.

3.2.3 Incentive for Shared Hosting

To address the problems above, in this work, we propose DMap which is built on the principle

of shared hosting of the locator to identifier mappings among all the ASs in the network. A

concern that may arise naturally with shared hosting is incentive:why would Network Operator

A store and manage Network Operator B’s identifiers?As we argued above, with host-based

identifiers, the concept of site-dependent or provider-dependent identifiers are diluted specially

in the case of mobile hosts. For fixed legacy hosts, we assert that just like peer-to-peer file

sharing systems and TCP congestion control, cooperative schemes that result in a common

good with a small individual cost have a natural incentive mechanism for deployment as long

as the individual cost of participation is reasonable. In particular, the incentives for foul-play,

i.e., not storing or answering mapping requests in this case, would depend on the benefit vs.

possible penalty of non-compliance. Both technical solutions (such as reputation management

in peer-to-peer systems) and non-technical policy bindings (analogousto Network Neutrality

arguments) can be invoked to force/persuade ASs to fairly participate in thescheme. However,

in this work, we focus on the architectural and performance aspects of the scheme and leave

the design of the incentive mechanisms open.
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3.3 Direct Mapping (DMap)

In DMap, each GUID→NA mapping is stored in a set of ASs. Each GUID is directly hashed

to existing network addresses and its mapping is thus stored within the ASes corresponding to

these network addresses.

3.3.1 Overview of DMap

In designing our mapping method, we strive to minimize update/lookup latencies aswell as the

amount of state information that needs to be maintained. We achieve these goalsby leverag-

ing the globally available BGP reachability information to distribute the GUID→NA mappings

among all the participating ASs. In our scheme, DMap first hashes a GUID toan existing

network address, and then stores its GUID→NA mapping within the AS that announces this

network address. This results in exactly a single overlay hop for all the update/lookup requests

without introducing any additional state information on each router. Next, welook at an exam-

ple to illustrate this approach. In this example, we assume the usage of the existing IP address

space, but we note that the same technique can be easily extended to any future addressing

scheme such as IPv6, AIP [73] or HIP [19].
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Figure 3.2: DMap with K=3 independent hash functions

Let us suppose hostX, with GUID Gx, is attached to NANx. X first sends out aGUID Insert

request, which is captured by the border gateway router in its AS. The border gateway router

then applies a predefined consistent hash function onGx and maps it to a valueIPx in the IP

space. Based upon the IP prefix announcements from its BGP table, the border gateway router

finds out which AS ownsIPx and sends theGx → Nx mapping to that AS. Later, suppose host

Y wishes to look up the current locator for GUIDGx. Y sends out aGUID Lookuprequest.

After the request reachesY ’s border gateway router, the border gateway runs the same hash

function to identify the AS that stores the mapping. Every time whenX changes its association
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and connects to a different AS, it needs to update its mapping by sending out a GUID Update

request. Update requests are processed similarly as insert and lookup requests.

Using the above approach, a GUID’s mapping is hashed to a random AS, without consider-

ing the locality between the GUID and its lookup requests. This lack of locality maypotentially

lead to unnecessarily long lookup latencies. Thus, instead of storing a mapping at only one AS,

we consider havingK replicas of the same mapping stored atK random ASs. HavingK repli-

cas can significantly reduce the lookup latency as the requesting node canchoose the closest

replica (e.g., based upon the hop count between itself and the hosting ASs). Meanwhile, it will

not have a big impact on the update latency as we can update the replicas in parallel. WithK

mapping replicas, the lookup latency becomes the shortest latency among theK ASs, while the

update latency becomes the largest among theK ASs. Figure 3.2 illustrates an example update

and lookup process withK = 3. Finally, we note that important DMap parameters, such as

which hash functions to use and the value ofK, will be agreed and distributed before hand

among the Internet routers.

Compared to other mapping schemes, one distinct feature of DMap is the direct partici-

pation of network routers in storing GUID→NA mappings and in responding to updates and

lookups. DMap does not require any additional state information as the IP reachability infor-

mation is already made available by the BGP routing protocol. In addition, we notethat unlike

many recent proposals [86, 87, 76, 77], DMap does not distribute GUID mappings based on the

assumption of the aggregate-ability of the GUID space. Our scheme is suitablefor flat address

spaces, which has been pointed out as a desirable feature for the Future Internet [73, 19].

3.3.2 Handling Unallocated Network Addresses

DMap hashes a GUID to an IP address, and stores the GUID mapping in the AS that announces

this IP address. Due to fragmentation in the IP address space, it is possiblethat the hashed IP

address is not announced by any AS. This problem is referred to as theIP hole problem. To

understand the extent of this problem, we take a close look at today’s IP address space. At

present, 86% of the232 IP addresses available in IPv4 are allocated to various entities [88]; the

rest are reserved for other purposes including multicast, limited multicast, loopback address,

broadcast, etc. Among the allocated addresses, 63.7% of them are announced by one of the
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ASs. This leads to an overall 55% announcement ratio over the entire IPv4address space, which

results in a 45% chance that a randomly hashedIPx will belong to the set of unannounced

addresses.

We address the IP hole problem by finding a deputy AS through rehashingif the IP address

after the first hash falls into a hole. AfterM − 1 rehashes, if the resulting address still falls

into an IP hole, we pick the deputy AS as the one that announces the IP address that has the

minimumIP distanceto the current hashed value. Given two k-bit addresses, A and B, theirIP

distance is defined as:

IP distance[A,B] =
k−1
∑

i=0

|Ai −Bi| ∗ 2
i.

We further define the IP distance between an address and an address block as the minimum IP

distance between that address to all addresses in the block. In this way, we can guarantee that

a deputy AS can always be found. There is a concern that the above method may introduce

Algorithm 3: Hashing GUID to address space
input : GUID - theGUID to be hashed

M - maximum number of rehashing

output: An address guaranteed to be found in prefix table

1 number of tries← 0;

2 result← hash(GUID);

3 while (number of tries < M ) do

4 if Longest Prefix Matching(result) > 0 then

5 return result; //ended here if found

6 // no prefix was found

7 result← hash(result);

8 number of tries← number of tries + 1;

9 //No match found after M hashes

10 nearestPrefixID = findNearestPrefix(result);

11 return An address innearestPrefixID;

load imbalance among ASs: the AS that announces an IP address that is adjacent to a large

set of reserved addresses (thus unannounced) may become a popular deputy AS and needs to

store a large number of mappings. Fortunately, the probability of reaching an IP hole afterM
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hashes decreases rapidly with increasingM . For instance, this probability is as low as 0.034%

for M = 10. As a result, the chances that we need to resort to the ASs that announcethe IP

addresses with the minimum IP distances to the holes are very low.

Algorithm 3 summarizes the steps taken by the border gateway to deal with the IPhole

problem. Since hashing, rehashing and prefix matching processes are done locally by the border

gateway, these operations introduce very little delay to the network.

When extending DMap to other network address schemes, such as IPv6,we need to rethink

how we deal with the IP hole problem as these network address spaces mayhave substantially

more holes than used address segments. To address such sparse address spaces, we propose to

use a two-level indexing method to index each announced address segment: bucket ID and seg-

ment ID within that bucket. Suppose we haveN buckets, each with a capacity ofS segments.

We makeN large so thatS can be kept small. Given a GUID, we run two hash functions, the

first one mapping the GUID to bucket ID, and the other one mapping the GUIDto the segment

ID. Figure 3.3 illustrates the bucketing scheme.

3.3.3 Spatial Locality and Local Replication

The main advantage of DMap lies in its simplicity: hashing a GUID to a random AS. However,

this random placement ignores locality, and so may degrade performance.Having multiple

replicas partially addresses this problem, but it still has the inherent problem of a direct hashing

scheme: the GUID mappings are stored at faraway ASs when the host andrequestor are close

to each other. Thus, we enhance the baseline DMap for an expected common case of when
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a requesting node is attached to the same AS as the GUID that it is resolving. Toleverage

thisspatial locality, DMAP stores an additional replica of a GUID mapping at its attached AS.

When a host registers/updates its GUID, it creates/updates a local copy (at its attached AS) in

addition to creating/updating theK “global” copies. When a node needs to lookup a GUID, it

sends out a local and a global lookup simultaneously. When the host and the requester are from

the same AS, the local request should lead to significantly reduced lookup latency.

3.3.4 Inconsistent GUID→NA Mappings

BGP Churn: Since a change in the prefix announcements directly influences DMap, we

analyze the potential effects of BGP churn. A long term study of BGP churn evolution [89]

shows that a major reason for churn in the BGP tables is router configuration mistakes or

other anomalies. Changes in prefix announcements occur when an AS withdraws a previously

announced prefix or announces a new prefix. The actual rate of newprefix announcement and

prefix withdrawal is small, with the former dominating the latter.

When an AS withdraws a certain prefix, all the mappings previously hosted by the AS

whose GUIDs are hashed to the withdrawn IP addresses will become inaccessible, resulting in

what we callorphan mappings. To address this problem, we let the withdrawing AS run the

IP hole protocol to find a deputy AS for these mappings before withdrawing. It sends aGUID

insert messagesto the deputy AS and deletes its own copy of the mapping. Subsequent queries

will then hit an IP hole. Following the same IP hole protocol, they will reach the deputy AS

and find the mapping.

Announcing new prefixes can also result in orphan mappings. The GUIDs that were orig-

inally hashed to these IP addresses had followed the IP hole procedure toa “deputy” AS, and

announcing these addresses now can make the mappings on the deputy AS orphan mappings.

As a result, queries that reach the announcing AS will not find the mappings, while the map-

pings on the deputy AS become inaccessible. To solve this problem, when the announcing AS

receives a query and finds the mapping missing, it sends aGUID migration messageto the

deputy AS to relocate the mapping to itself. This operation could cause a negligible one-time

overhead, which only occurs for the first query after the announcement.

Mobility: Mobility can also lead to inconsistencies in DMap. Suppose hostX, with GUID
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Gx, is connected to ASA. As a result, DMap has the mapping(Gx : A). Then supposeX

moves to ASA′ at timet0, and its mapping will be updated to(Gx : A′) at timet1. While we

expectt1 − t0 to be small, it is possible for a querying node to get the old mapping right after

X has moved. The querying node will then be unable to communicate withX. In this case,

the querying node should mark the mapping as obsolete, and keep checkinguntil it receives an

updated one.

Router Failure: An AS can lose part or all of its mappings due to router failure. This

is a rare event, but we need to address the resulting complication. If a lookup request reaches

an AS, but cannot find the mapping due to this problem, the requester will waitfor a timeout.

Following the timeout, the requester will contact the next mapping replica (remembering we

haveK replicas in total). We note that the probability forK Internet routes to fail at the same

time is extremely low, and thus our replication strategy also improves system resilience and

reliability.

3.4 Evaluation

In this section, we present the results from a detailed performance evaluation of the DMap

scheme using a mix of qualitative reasoning and event-based simulation.

3.4.1 Storage and Traffic Overhead

To analyze the storage requirements in absence of specifications about the GUID/NA lengths

and related headers, we make the following assumptions. We assume flat GUIDs of length 160

bits, each associated with a maximum of 5 NAs (accounting for multi-homed devices) of length

32 bits each. 32 bits of additional overhead per mapping entry is assumed which could include

type of service, priority and other meta information. Each mapping entry thus has a size of 160

+ 32x5 + 32 = 352 bits. We assume a total of 5 billion GUIDs, roughly equal to the present

number of mobile devices, and a replication factor ofK = 5. Based on the average prefix

announcement by individual ASs as determined from a current snapshot of the BGP table [88],

the storage requirements per AS, assuming proportional distribution, is only173 Mbits. This

storage requirement is quite modest, even if it is multiplied several times to include non-mobile
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devices as well as future growth.

The update traffic overhead is also a key parameter of interest in ensuring scalability. The

DMap technique reduces the traffic overhead in comparison to other mapping schemes by: (a)

Ensuring a single overlay-hop path to a storage location, (b) Not adding any table maintenance

traffic as required in DHT schemes. Using a broad estimate of the 5 Billion GUIDs being those

of mobile hosts which update their GUID→NA mapping at an average rate of 100 updates/day,

the world-wide combined update traffic would be∼10 Gb/s, a minute fraction of the overall

Internet traffic of∼ 50x106 Gb/s as of 2010 [83].

3.4.2 Query Response Time and Load

The round trip response time of a query is composed of: (i)K longest prefix matchings at the

local gateway router, (ii) network latency between the query source andthe chosen destination

AS, (iii) the queuing and processing delay of the mapping server at the destination AS and

(iv) the return network latency between the destination AS and the query source. Since routers

use fast longest prefix match algorithms, requiring on order of 100 instructions per lookup, i.e.

∼30 nanoseconds on a 3 GHz processor [90], we ignore this componentin our evaluation. Also

sufficient resources are assumed at the mapping server to make the queueing and processing

delay very small compared to the round trip latency. Note that this process does not add any

delays to the normal data packets as the steps described above are only applied to GUID query

packets and are assumed to be handled at a separate compute layer at the gateway router.

3.4.2.1 Simulation Setup and Input Workloads

We develop a discrete-event simulator consisting of∼26000 nodes, each emulating an AS.

The connectivity graph of the network, inter-AS and intra-AS connectivity latencies, and the

announced IP prefix list are derived from measurement driven data as described below. We

consider three types of events: GUID inserts, GUID updates and GUID lookups.1

We use the AS-level topology of the current Internet as our network model by extracting

the following real-measurement data from the DIMES database [92]: (i) Connectivity graph

1The source code for our simulator is available at [91]
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containing 26,424 ASs and 90,267 direct links between them, (ii) Average end-to-end latencies

between each pair of AS and within each AS. The DIMES database provides end-to-end median

latency for about 9 million pairs of hosts which are either within the same AS or in different

ASs. From this dataset, we extract the average inter-AS and intra-AS latency since we only

work with an AS-level network topology in our simulation. Due to the inherent incompleteness

of real-trace data, intra-AS latency numbers are not available for about6% of the ASs that are

involved in the storage or transit of the mapping data. For these ASs, we usethe median value

(3.5 ms) of the set of available intra-AS latencies as a working solution.

Since our scheme allocates GUIDs to ASs according to the prefix announcements, we use

a complete list of IP prefixes advertised in the Internet default free zone(DFZ), as seen by

APNIC’s router at DIX-IE in Tokyo, Japan [88]. This dataset consists of roughly 330,000

prefixes spanning close to 52% of the 32 bit IP address space which is consistent with recent

estimates [89] about the size of the prefix tables in DFZ routers. We confirmour results with

two other prefix tables taken from BGP routers in the continental USA and Europe respectively

and observe similar trends.

To discard any location bias and to incorporate the global scale of operation, we use another

dataset from DIMES that contains the number of end-nodes connected toASs to characterize

the distribution of the source of GUID insert and query. Each GUID in oursimulation originates

from a randomly picked source AS, where the probability of choosing a certain AS is weighted

in proportion to the number of end-nodes found in that AS.

The number of queries for any GUID depends on its popularity amongst Internet hosts. In

order to capture the effects of the wide variations in host popularity, we use a Mandelbrot-Zipf

distribution [93, 94] to model the varying host popularity. The Mandelbrot-Zipf distribution

defines the probability of accessing an object at rank k out of N availableobjects as:

p(k) =
H

(k + q)α
, (3.1)

whereH = 1/
∑N

k=1 1/(k + q)α, with α determining the skewness andq affecting the “flat-

ness” of the peak. We use a value ofα = 1.02, q = 100 following the arguments in [94].
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Figure 3.4: Round trip query response times

3.4.2.2 Evaluation Results

We present two sets of results that characterize the query response time and the load distribution

of our scheme respectively.

Query Response Time:We evaluate the query response time for DMap by inserting105

GUIDs and generating106 queries according to the popularity model. By repeated trials with

increasing number of GUIDs/queries, we verified that the response times converged after reach-

ing the above configuration and larger numbers are not necessary. When we store a mapping

at multiple locations, i.e.,K > 1, in the results below, we assume that the querying node has

sufficient information to choose the location with the lowest response time. We note that in

today’s Internet, this information is only partially available, but at the least, each AS has hop

count information for reaching all other ASs through the routing protocol.Using least hop

count instead of lowest response time leads to similar results albeit with marginallyincreased

latencies. We would also emphasize that many techniques are being proposed to better estimate

the response times [95].

Figure 3.4 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the round trip query re-

sponse times with varyingK values. We make two observations. First, withK = 5, 95% of
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the queries complete within 86ms. This is well within the range needed for voice call hand-

offs [13]. Indeed, given that many WiFi and IP handoff protocols are often on the order of 0.5-1

second [96, 97], DMap updates would not introduce an undue additional burden. Second, stor-

ing each GUID mapping in multiple locations can significantly reduce query response times,

as it allows a querying node to choose the replica that is “closest” to itself, thus addressing the

locality of the requests. The effect of increasingK can be clearly seen with the leftward shift

of the CDF curve as we increase the value ofK. In particular, the mean, median and95th

percentile query latencies ofK = 1 andK = 5 cases are tabulated in Table 3.1, which shows

a marked decrease in the tail of the response time distribution.

However, even the curve forK = 5 has a relatively long tail. This long tail arises from a few

queries originating from those ASs with unusually long intra-AS response times, according to

the DIMES dataset. For example, the 18 queries with the longest response times all originated

from AS 23951, a small AS registered in Indonesia with a one-way latency of more than 2.3

seconds on each of its outgoing links.

Impact of BGP Churn: The above study assumes that the BGP table at the query origin

exactly reflects the current state of the Internet. However, BGP tables atdifferent places in the

Internet can be inconsistent because of new prefix announcements orprefix withdrawals. This

inconsistency may have an adverse impact on the overall query response times as the query

may reach an AS which does not host the requested mapping. In this situation, the AS will

then reply with a “GUID missing” message, and the querying node will have to contact another

replica. Thus, a query may require multiple round-trips to different ASs for each resolution.

We note that the probability of two churns occurring at the same time for the sameGUID is

K Round Trip Query Response Time (ms)

Mean Median 95th percentile

1 74.5 57.1 172.8

5 49.1 40.5 86.1

Table 3.1: Query Response Time Statistics forK = 1, 5
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Figure 3.5: Effect of BGP Churn on query response times.

negligible. Here, we conduct a set of experiments to quantify the impact of this inconsistency

caused by BGP churn. In the experiments, we vary the percentage of prefixes that are newly

announced or withdrawn from 0 to 10%. Figure 3.5 plots the CDF of the query response times

for K = 5 and 0% to 10% lookup failures. A 5% failure rate, which already seems pessimistic

according to [98, 99], shifts the median and 95th percentile from 40.5ms and86.1ms to 41.3ms

and 129.1ms, respectively.

Storage Distribution: We next study the distribution of GUID→NA mappings amongst

ASs to evaluate DMap’s ability to spread the storage load proportional to the size of the ASs.

We measure storage load using theNormalized Load Ratio(NLR) at each AS, which is defined

as the ratio of the percentage of GUIDs assigned to an AS divided by the percentage of IP

addresses advertised by that AS. For example if an AS announces a/8 prefix, corresponding to

0.39% of the 32 bit IP space and is assigned 20,000 out of a total of 1 Million GUIDs, i.e., 2%

of GUIDs, then its normalized load would be 2/0.39≃ 5. Ideally, each AS’s NLR would be 1.

Figure 3.6 plots the CDF of the NLR when we inserted from105 to 107 GUIDs, withK =

5. We observe that for107 GUIDs, 93% of the ASes had NLRs between 0.4 and 1.6. Further,

we observe that as the number of GUIDs increases from105 to 107, the CDF becomes much
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sharper around NLR equal to 1 (with a shorter tail). This suggests that DMap can distribute the

storage load better when the system scales. These results show that DMapdoes a very good

job of spreading out the storage load proportional to the percentage of the IP space that an AS

claims.

Interestingly, the median NLR value is 1.16. The fact that the median NLR valueis greater

than 1 is expected since in addition to its fair share of GUIDs, many ASs are also allocated a

portion of the GUIDs that has hashed values after M retries falling in the IP holes as described

in Section 3.3.2.

3.5 Analytical Model for Query Response Time

In this section we present an analytical model for an upper bound on the query response time

and parametrically study its dependence on the Internet topology and replication factorK.

While the simulation framework of Section 4.5 shows the response time performance of DMap

based on the current Internet topology, this analytical model allows us to estimate its perfor-

mance based on a predicted future Internet model.
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3.5.1 The Jellyfish Model

An accurate parametric model of the Internet topology is known to be a difficult endeavor due to

the inherent complexities in routing policies, detour paths and limited visibility of the intra-AS

structure [100]. The Jellyfish model, however, has been found to closely follow the evolution

of the Internet topology at a relatively coarse scale [101]. In this work, we build a Jellyfish

model based on the PoP-level Internet topology. We first label the nodewith the highest degree

as the rootv0 and the maximal clique1 containingv0 as thecore, denoted asShell-0. Let v be

a non-root node andj a non-negative integer. The smallest path length2 from v to a node in the

core is itsdistance to the core. We useShell-j to denote the set of nodes whose degree is more

than 1 (intermediate nodes) and whose distance to the core isj. We useHang-j to denote the

set of nodes whose degree is 1 (leaf nodes) and whose distance to the core isj + 1. These are

standard notations in the Jellyfish model [100]. Then we have

Layer(j) = Shell-j ∪Hang-(j − 1) for j ≥ 1,

andLayer(0) = Shell-0. We further denote the total number of layers in the Internet PoP

topology asN and the percentage of nodes in layerj by rj ; if n is the total number of nodes

in G, thenrj = |Layer(j)| /n. The separation of one degree nodes at each layer distinguishes

between stub connections and transit connections which makes the model much closer to the

Internet topology than a standard tree structure.

3.5.2 Upper Bound for Query Response Times

Following the above model, if we assume no peer links between the nodes insideeach layer,

then the distance between any two nodess andt (in layersjs andjt respectively),d(s, t), is

at mostjs + jt + 1. Note that since the core forms a completely connected graph, all hops in

the core are of length one. To drive a simple parametric upper bound for thequery response

time, we assume that the network address space is uniformly distributed among the PoPs and

all addresses within a PoP behave in an identical fashion. Following the algorithm described

in Section 3.3, let the source of a GUID query belong to PoPs and lett1, t2, . . . , tK be the

1clique: a completely connected subgraph ofG.

2path length: the number of edges in the path,i.e., that of the involved PoPs in the path minus 1.
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destination PoPs for the query determined by theK hash functionsh1, h2, . . . , hK applied on

the GUIDG. Assuming a linear relationship between PoP path length and response time, the

query response timeτ(s,G), is thus given by

τ(s,G) = c0 · min
1≤i≤K

d(s, ti) + c1, (3.2)

wherec0 and c1 are constants. In order to average over all possible source and destination

PoPs, we treatd(s, ti) as a random variable and find its probability distribution based on therj

values defined in the previous subsection. In the analysis, we use the standard notationsPr(·)

andPr(· | ·) for the probability and conditional probability of argument events, andE(·) for

the expected value of a random variable.

Given a uniformly selected source PoP, we havePr(s ∈ Layer(j)) = rj . Note that

since DMap actually chooses a network address uniformly over all possible addresses, thejth

layer could include a different number of addresses than the ratiorj . Our analysis assumes

the uniform distribution of addresses among PoPs but the model can be easily extended to non-

uniform distributions by considering weightsws proportional to the number of addresses in PoP

s. Since accurate estimates of such a distribution is not directly available through any of the In-

ternet measurement frameworks, we assumews = 1 for all s. Based on the same assumptions,

we havePr(ti ∈ Layer(ji)) = rji for eachi = 1, 2, . . . ,K andji = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , N − 1.

Thus the conditional probability ofd(s, ti) ≥ l + 1 given thats ∈ Layer(j) is at most the

percentage of nodes inLayer(l − j) ∪ Layer(l + 1 − j) · · · ∪ Layer(N − 1). (Sinces is

in Layer(j), d(s, ti) = l + 1 when ti is in Layer(l − j), d(s, ti) = l + 2 when ti is in

Layer(l + 1− j) and so on in the worst case). In other words,

Pr
(

d(s, ti) > l
∣

∣ s ∈ Layer(j)
)

≤ pj,l,

wherepj,l
def
= rl−j + rl+1−j + rl+2−j · · ·

⇒Pr

(

min
1≤i≤K

d(s, ti) > l
∣

∣ s ∈ Layer(j)

)

≤ pKj,l,

⇒Pr

(

min
1≤i≤K

d(s, ti) ≤ l
∣

∣ s ∈ Layer(j)

)

> 1− pKj,l,

⇒Pr

(

min
1≤i≤K

d(s, ti) ≤ l

)

>
N−1
∑

j=0

rj(1− pKj,l).

This provides an upper bound for the CDF of average distance from thesource to the closest
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Figure 3.7: Analytical upper bound of query response times with the Internet topology evolution.

destination. Thus the probability thatmin1≤i≤K d(s, ti) > l is at most1− ql, where we define

ql as:

ql
def
=

N−1
∑

j=0

rj
(

1− pKj,l
)

,

Finally, noting that the diameter of our PoP graph is(N − 1)+ (N − 1)+ 1 = 2N − 1 or less,

E

(

min
1≤i≤K

d(s, ti)

)

<
2N−1
∑

l=1

(1− ql)

⇒ E (τ(s,G)) < c0

(

2N−1
∑

l=1

(1− ql)

)

+ c1.

(3.3)

3.5.3 Analytical Results

We use the formulation derived above to study the response time upper bound in three different

scenarios with varying number of replicasK. The first scenario reflects the current Internet

topology, for which we use measured data from the iPlane project [102] for setting the pa-

rametersrj , j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The data set shows a graph of 193,376 nodes within 8 layers

and more than 60% of the nodes residing in layers 3 and 4. The next two scenarios model

the medium-term and long-term future Internet topologies. In order to come up with models

for the future Internet, we leverage the following two distinct trends observed from the widely

regarded CAIDA measurement framework [103]: (i) The number of nodes are growing almost
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linearly with time, (ii) The topology graph is getting flatter with time, i.e. ASs are obtaining

more direct paths to the core. Extrapolating these trends, we model the medium-term (5-10

years) future Internet as having 20% more nodes than present contained in 6 layers. Similarly,

the long-term (25-30 years) future Internet model contains double the number of nodes con-

tained in 4 layers. Figure 3.7 shows the analytical upper bound of average query response time

for the three scenarios using the measured least squared error valuesfor c0, c1 = 10.6, 8.3. The

plot shows that based on the predicted future Internet topology, response time upper bounds

for DMap queries become smaller with the evolution. Also, the analysis clearly indicates that

increasing the replica number results in diminishing returns beyond a few replicas. We note

that actual values for the query response upper bound will typically be smaller than the ones

obtained in this analysis, since we did not consider the presence of peering links between nodes

in the same layer.

3.6 Related Work

Given the importance of locator/identifier separation schemes in both current and future net-

works, various architectures for mapping identifiers to locators have been proposed and studied.

Most of the early mapping schemes [86, 87, 76, 77] assumed aggregatable identifier spaces and

proposed ideas based on that vantage point. However, this assumption is too restrictive making

such schemes not applicable to many recent mainstream proposals such asHIP [19], AIP [73]

and MobilityFirst [16] which propose flat identifiers. Our approach, in contrast, targets a flex-

ible resolution service by not making any assumptions about identifier hierarchy or locator

structure.

There are some recent mapping architecture proposals that incorporateflat identifier space

such as DHT-MAP [104], SLIMS [105]. However these approacheseither incur high lookup

latency, making it not applicable to highly mobile environment, or high managementoverhead

which limits scalability. For example, the DHT based scheme in [104] can entail upto 8 logical

hops introducing an average latency of about 900ms as per their assumptions.

In contrast, our scheme aims for much lower latencies by employing the one-hop hashing

approach and ensures minimum management overhead for feasible deployment on a global

scale. We argue that making use of network entities and the IP reachability information already
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available through the underlying routing infrastructure provides a practical and scalable ap-

proach to realize mapping resolvers. Reference [106] uses a similar in-network hashing scheme

to target the different but related problem of name-based routing in enterprise networks.

This work also focuses on a global-scale simulation to validate the design, which has been

neglected in most of the prior works referenced above. Reference [76] is a recent exception

which presents a trace based simulation using the iPlane dataset [102]. Oursimulation ap-

proach is more realistic than that of [76] on two counts: (a) We use a largerdataset from

DIMES [92] to extract AS level connectivity and latency information. The DIMES dataset is

based on measurements from∼1000 vantage points compared to∼200 for iPlane, resulting in

information for about twice the number of ASs as compared to iPlane; (b) To generate reso-

lution lookup events, [76] uses DNS lookup traces from two particular source locations which

introduces a significant locality bias in their results. In contrast, we globally distribute lookup

source locations by weighting the chances of choosing a particular source location (source AS)

in proportion to the available data on number of end nodes near that location.The basic intu-

ition here is to mimic realistic deployment where more lookup requests will be generated from

more densely populated areas.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented the concept, design and evaluation of DMap, a scheme for low

latency, scalable name resolution service in the future Internet. DMap distributes name to ad-

dress mappings amongst Internet routers using an in-network single-hop hashing technique that

derives the address of the storage router directly from a flat, globally unique identifier. In con-

trast to other DHT-based techniques, DMap does not require any table maintenance overhead

since we use network level reachability information already available through existing routing

protocols. In addition, DMap supports arbitrary name and address structures making it more

widely applicable than prior techniques. Through a large-scale discrete-event simulation, we

show that the proposed DMap method achieves low latencies with a mean value of ∼50 ms and

95th percentile value of∼100 ms and good storage distribution among participating routers.

In further work, we plan to consider other variations of the proposed DMap distribution
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scheme - for example GUIDs can be hashed directly to AS numbers or allocation sizes can be

varied to reflect economic incentives at ASs. We also plan to extend the scope of this work by

studying a feasible in-network caching methods that builds on top of the basicDMap scheme.

Since our scheme interacts with the hosts, the inter-domain routing protocol and the Internet

routers, security is a critical requirement at each level. The MobilityFirst project [16], takes

a holistic approach towards self certification based security, which tie in wellinto the relevant

aspects of our scheme. Our future work plan also includes incorporatingthe transient effects of

BGP updates, misconfigurations and router failures.

On the validation and evaluation front, there is an ongoing effort to implement aproof-

of-concept global scale DMap system using the GENI (global environment for network in-

novation) framework. A first DMap prototype was demonstrated at the GENI Engineering

Conference-12 in Kansas City and efforts are currently under way to fully instrument the la-

tency and overhead measurements necessary to evaluate scalability and performance. If the

GENI experiments successfully confirm DMap performance, there are also further plans to use

the proposed technique as part of a complete identifier-based protocol stack in the MobilityFirst

future Internet architecture project.
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Chapter 4

Edge-aware Interdomain Routing Protocol

In recognition of the fact that wireless access and mobility at the edge also have implications

for routing between networks and some of the resulting requirements cannot be met by cur-

rent BGP solutions, we propose a Edge-aware Interdomain Routing protocol. Our objective for

this work is to explore and understand Internet scale routing mechanisms in view of emerg-

ing mobility services and use the results to influence evolving standards rather than to change

BGP in a single step. This component of the MobilityFirst architecture is a clean-slate inter-

domain routing protocol designed to meet the needs of the future mobile Internet. In partic-

ular, we propose EIR (edge-aware inter-domain routing) as a generalsolution for a range of

mobility-related requirements including device and network migration, cross-domain end-host

multi-homing, global roaming agreement setup and wireless edge peering. The EIR protocol

provides enhanced information about network topology and edge network properties in order

to enable networks across the Internet to make better routing decisions thancurrently possi-

ble with BGP. This is accomplished with a telescopic network state dissemination protocol

which makes the entire network graph visible while keeping the routing overhead within limits.

EIR enables autonomous systems to optionally expose internal network topology and aggregate

properties such as bandwidth, availability and variability thus enabling corresponding networks

to select paths which take into account both service requirements (such asdual-homing or mul-

ticast/anycast) and edge network constraints (e.g. LTE vs. WiFi). Further,EIR is designed to

work in conjunction with late binding of names to addresses and in-network storage in order to

provide robust services in environments with dynamic mobility and disconnection. The design

of the EIR is given along with sample use cases (i.e. host mobility, multi-homing, multicast and

edge peering) to further explain the benefits of the protocol. This is followed by a two-stage

evaluation of EIR including an Internet scale simulation model to verify scalability, and a 200
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Figure 4.1: Alternative approaches to handling mobility: (a) Moving end-host retains network address,

routing updates ensure delivery. (b) End-host obtains new address, identifier-locator mapping through

external service. (c) Mapping through in-network service,routers along the path can re-map bindings.

node experimental ORBIT emulation to validate the protocol design and provide experimental

results for selected usage scenarios.

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design and evaluation of a new interdomain protocol for the future

mobile Internet. The proposed Edge-Aware Interdomain routing (EIR) protocol was developed

as a part of the “MobilityFirst” future Internet Architecture project [107] aimed at a clean-slate

redesign of the IP protocol architecture. The MobilityFirst project has aparticular emphasis

in designing both intra- and inter-domain routing protocols to efficiently support mobility re-

quirements at the edge. In earlier work [108, 109], we have proposedand extensively validated

the GSTAR (generalized storage aware routing) protocol as a solution for intra-domain routing

in wireless/mobile edge networks. EIR proposed here was motivated by a recognition of the

fact that wireless access and mobility at the edge also have implications for routing between

networks and some of the resulting requirements cannot be met by currentBGP solutions. Our

objective for this work is to explore and understand Internet scale routing mechanisms in view

of emerging mobility services and use the results to influence evolving standards rather than to

change BGP in a single step.
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As a motivating example, consider the increasingly important “hetnet” mobile service sce-

nario in which a mobile device may be simultaneously connected to a dynamically changing

set of cellular and WiFi networks. It is possible to consider a variety of service objectives for

this scenario ranging from “most economical” to “best interface” to “all interfaces”. Since the

cellular and WiFi networks will in general be in different Internet domains, routers need to have

visibility of the network graph and some awareness of edge network properties in order to make

informed forwarding and/or multicast copy decisions. Another emerging use case involves net-

work mobility in which an entire network may migrate from one location to another, indicating

the need for a robust routing protocol which is tolerant to disconnectionsand rapidly changing

network graphs at the edge. Clearly, these new requirements are not easily addressed via minor

modifications to BGP, indicating the need for a fundamentally different routingapproach that

leads to improved topology visibility and a degree of wireless edge awareness.

The EIR protocol we propose here is based on the following key features: (1) “aNodes”

and “vLinks” as abstractions for optionally exposing aggregated internal network topology; (2)

telescopic flooding of network state packets in order to limit routing overhead; (3) late binding

of object names to network addresses; and (4) support for specification of a broad range of

routing policies. The aNode and vLink abstractions are inspired by the Pathlet routing proto-

col [110] and are intended to provide a mechanism for autonomous systems(ASs) to optionally

express some details about their internal graph and wireless edge properties. The use of net-

work state packets with telescopic flooding is meant to provide fast updates tonearby networks

while eventually providing all networks with a global view of the network topology. Late bind-

ing is a key element of the design which is predicated on the use of names or “globally unique

identifiers” (GUIDs) to identify all network attached object, along with a logically centralized

global name resolution service (GNRS) for dynamic binding of names to network addresses

(see refs [107, 111] for further details on these components of the MobilityFirst architecture).

In our proposed architecture, any router in the network can optionally query the GNRS for an

updated name to address binding, thus enabling packets to be delivered correctly even when

the routing protocol cannot keep up with the pace of dynamic changes at the edge. Increased

capabilities such as edge awareness or late binding in network routers imply the need for en-

hanced policy specification capabilities that apply to services such as mobility,multi-homing
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and multicast.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. First, we present a clean-

slate inter-domain routing framework designed to support the emerging needs of mobile wire-

less services at the edge while also maintaining capabilities currently associated with BGP.

The proposed EIR protocol is based on telescopic network state updatesdesigned to provide

network graph visibility and edge awareness without excessive routing overhead. EIR incorpo-

rates “aNode” and “vLink” abstractions that enable networks to optionallyexpose some of their

internal structure in an aggregated manner. The protocol also takes advantage of late binding

between names and addresses in order to deal with fast changes in network topology. We iden-

tify several use cases (mobility with disconnection, multi-homing, multicast, edge peering) to

demonstrate the value of the EIR protocol. EIR is validated using both large-scale simulation

and ORBIT testbed emulation with hundreds of routing nodes, and results are presented for

metrics such as packet delivery rate, delay and routing overhead for representative use cases.

4.2 Key Principles and Techniques

EIR is designed for architectures which separate the identifier and locatorroles of IP addresses.

This separation principle is used in several recent proposals (such asLISP [79], HIP [112],

AIP [113], MobilityFirst [107], XIA [114]), and is being increasingly deployed by autonomous

systems as per a recent measurement report [115]. We use the terminology defined in Mo-

bilityFirst [107]: self-certified location-independent end-host ‘names’ or identifiers are called

Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs), and the locators are called Network Addresses (NAs).

While this split architecture itself provides support for end-host mobility (bydynamically map-

ping the GUID of a mobile node to NAs corresponding to the current point(s)of attachment), in

this work we show the need for supporting wireless links and mobile nodes in the inter-domain

routing protocol.

4.2.1 Design Principles

Our design decisions are directed towards enabling and using (i) more information about links

(e.g. whether wireless or wired link between networks), and (ii) informationabout more links
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(e.g. internal structure of the AS). Here we first present the top-leveldesign principles behind

EIR.

In-network mapping of names to addresses:A major point of differentiation of the differ-

ent split architectures mentioned above is their implementation and use of the nameto address

mappings. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the mapping infrastructure can either be hosted as services

external to the network layer and be accessed only by end-nodes, or alternatively be imple-

mented in-network and be accessible at the network layer by both end-hosts and routers. We

make use of the in-network mapping approach for ensuring delivery of packets in the case of

fast end-host mobility as depicted in Fig. 4.1(c). Several past works have shown the feasibility

of Internet-scale, distributed, in-network mapping infrastructure with extremely small query-

response times [116, 111].

Propagating link-level information in inter-domain routing: BGP does not differentiate be-

tween wired and wireless inter-network links, making it difficult to make routingdecisions

based on capacity constraints. For example, in an early in-flight WiFi implementation, Boeing

associated each flight with an IP address block which was announced intothe global routing

system from different locations as the plane moved [117]. Other networks receiving such an-

nouncements had no idea that the last hop for this path had a ground-to-plane wireless link

instead of the usual high-capacity peering-point wired link and thus might have sent excess

traffic towards this network without realizing the capacity constraint. In EIR, coarse-grained

link-level information about each inter-network link is propagated throughthe routing protocol

to enable networks to make forwarding decisions based on aggregate edge network properties.

Increased visibility of alternative paths: More often than not, there are multiple routes avail-

able between any two networks in the Internet and those routes can entail vastly different prop-

erties [118]. In BGP, a network might learn about many routes to a destination but can only

select and propagateonebest route to other networks, which leads to a myopic view of the

network graph. In order to support the increasingly common use-casesof multi-path, multi-

cast and multi-network operations, EIR entails network-wide visibility of multiple possible

paths between each pair of networks. In addition, EIR incorporates a mechanism that allows

networks to realize policy routing beyond common routing policies as seen today in BGP. Sec-

tion 4.3.3 discusses how EIR handles routing policies in detail.
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Flexibility in exposing internal structure: EIR enables flexibility in the amount of internal

network structure that a domain announces to the other networks. Trafficengineering, dif-

ferential network services and source routing can be done more easily and efficiently when

networks havemore fine-grainedview of multiple possible paths; i.e. not only AS-level paths

but also intra-AS level paths. The flexibility of network boundaries enables efficient support

for network mobility and facilitates virtual network formation.

4.2.2 Enabling Techniques

The EIR protocol combines the following four techniques in order to support the requirements

of mobile nodes and networks.

1. Network-wide visibility of aggregated nodes:In EIR, the granularity of implementa-

tion of the inter-domain routing protocol is changed from AS-level toaNode-level, as shown

in Fig. 4.2. We define aNode or aggregated node as a set of routers belonging to the same AS

which share certain common properties. Each AS can group routers into one or more aNodes

based on internally relevant criteria (e.g. routers in geographic proximity or a group of wireless

routers deployed in a campus can constitute an aNode). ASs can dynamicallychange the num-

ber and composition of aNodes that it exposes to other networks. Connectivity between aNodes

is represented in terms of virtual links orvLinks. Aggregated information about aNodes and

vLinks in a nework are disseminated to every other AS in order to provide a complete view of

the network graph. As elaborated in Sec. 4.3, the aNode and vLink abstractions allow each AS

to flexibly control the amount of internal structure exposed to other networks.

2. Telescopic state dissemination for scalability:While having richer network states

helps routers to make better routing decisions, it comes at the cost of scalability. In particular,

if each routing update is flooded to every other AS in the network, the resulting traffic overhead

would clearly make the system unscalable beyond 1000’s of nodes. Hence, the design challenge

is how to control the amount of state being disseminated to minimize the overhead. That brings

the second key technique:telescopic route dissemination. The basic idea of this dissemination

technique is to dampen the flood emanating from a certain node as it progresses through the

network by algorithmically varying the amount of time a node holds an update message before

forwarding it to its next-hop neighbors. This hold time at a given node receiving the update is
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set as a function of the the hop count between that node and the source of the update - larger

the hop count, greater the hold time. This results in all nodes eventually getting updates from

all other nodes, but with distant nodes having less up-to-date information about each other.

The term ‘telescopic’ comes from the analogy of distant nodes seeing each other through the

reverse-end of a telescope, i.e. they are visible but less clearly so. Details about the type

of telescopic functions used in EIR and further intuitions behind this approach is provided in

Sec. 4.3.2.

3. Late-binding for mobility support As a side effect of telescopic route update dis-

semination, network states that a network observed from far away could be obsoleted during

transit of the packet and hence result in routing failure. To address thisissue, EIR incorporates

the additional design feature ofspatially late name-to-address binding. Late name-to-address

binding serves as a fail-safe mechanism that allows routers actively react to link variations and

mobility of end nodes as well as networks. In particular, EIR makes use of afast in-network

global naming resolution service, GNRS [111], to retrieve the current network location of the

destination.

4. Explicit policy expression through link and network attribute

EIR handles routing policies by separating route classification from route selection on the

control plane, sharing the same idea with Morpheus [118]. Networks express their policies for

individual links by announcing their set of routing criteria which is then disseminated through

out the whole Internet. Each policy objective is represented as a separate attribute. For ex-

ample, business relationship could be one attribute with three possible values as“customer”,

“peer”, and “backup”. When computing the routing and forwarding table, each network uses a

weighted-sum decision process to balance trade-offs among differentobjectives (described in

Section 4.3.3)

4.3 EIR Protocol Design

While BGP is sufficient for basic inter-domain routing with static ASs, it trades flexibility in

route selections and router-level link state information for a high level of abstraction and scala-

bility. In contrast, we argue for a more balanced architecture that revealsenough internal state
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Figure 4.2: Overall architecture ofaNodesandvLinks

of the network so that network entities can make a smarter decision in message delivery, sat-

isfying different requirement of today’s services, but also have flexible aggregation capability

to make the architecture scalable. We contend that a network entity that wants todeliver a

packet to a far away destination does not need to know the most up-to-datestates around that

destination node until the packet gets closer to the destination. Merely knowing the existence

of possible paths and the approximate condition of paths connecting the two endpoints is useful

to make smarter routing decision.

The overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Each AS has an option ofdividing

its routers or other networked entities (such as access points and base-stations) into one or

more than one group (called aggregated nodes oraNodes). Entities belonging to the same

aNode typically share some operational or physical attributes. aNodes are connected viavLinks,

which are a single-hop or multiple-hop connection. Both aNodes and the vLinks between the

aNodes are characterized by a set of property values. These property values constitute the

link state packet that is propagated from one aNode in the system to all otheraNodes. For

example, in Figure 4.2, the announcements from aNode 12 in AS 1063 is propagated to all

aNodes in both the networks; however the rate of propagation of such updates decreases as the

updates move further out from that aNode (this method of routing dissemination is implemented
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through the use of telescopic functions as described in Section 4.3.2). Thus aNode 13 receives

updates from aNode 12 far more often than aNode 169, which is severalhops away. In the

following subsection, we describe the key design features of EIR including its building blocks

of aNodes and vLinks(4.3.1), route dissemination protocol with telescopic technique (4.3.2),

routing policy handling(4.3.3) and route selection (4.3.4).

4.3.1 Building Blocks

4.3.1.1 Aggregated node (aNode)

An aggregated node (or aNode) is defined by an AS to represent the internal structure of the AS

or to group a set of networked entities with some common properties for management purposes.

As examples, possible compositions of aNodes include: the entire AS; groupof routers in a

geographical area; all routers that support flow-based routing (for example through OpenFlow);

wireless routers on bus/train/plane networks; and cell-site routers in flat LTE networks. Note

that a single physical router could belong to different aNodes simultaneously. There are two

main motivations behind defining new aNodes in an AS: (i) to achieve traffic engineering goals

by exposing the internal structure of the AS, and (ii) to express the edge network information

so that traffic can be delivered to the hosts connected to the aNode more efficiently. An AS

creates an aNode by assigning a globally unique aNode number to the router(s) belonging to

the aNode. Similar to the way AS numbers are currently assigned, in EIR eachAS is assigned

a range of aNode numbers with the size of the allocated range being proportional to the size of

the AS. Internal to the aNode, any addressing and routing scheme can beused to suit the needs

of the network. For example, one network might choose to have a flat addressing scheme for

seamless intra-network mobility support while another might have a hierarchical name space

for higher scalability.

4.3.1.2 Virtual link (vLink)

The link connecting two aNodes or a sequence of aNodesa1 → a2 . . . → an is termed as

vLink. Similar to aNode, the notion of vLink provides an abstraction for physical connectivity
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between aNodes. That allows networks to partially expose their internal connectivity struc-

ture while keeping it at the level of detail that fit the networks’ need. For example, an AS

X could announce different cut-through paths with different quality of service by announcing

many multi-hop vLinks; it can advertise its internal structure by announcing all the aNodes

that it has along with single-hop vLinks connecting those aNodes; and lettingoutside ASes to

decide by which path inside X outside ASes want to route through. Along with aNodes and

its properties, vLinks information are announced by every AS in the network using telescopic

link-state dissemination, which is described next.

4.3.2 Route Dissemination

The internal structure of a domain is expressed through a graph of aNodes. Periodically, each

aNode broadcasts to its neighboring aNode the current state of its network, which includes

three major parameters: aNode absolute bandwidth (B), bandwidth variationrange (V), and

availability rate (A). Absolute bandwidth of an aNode could be the amount of traffic it can carry

through if it is a transit aNode; or it could be the aggregated bandwidth of the links through

which the aNode connect to the end-host if it is a stub aNode. For example,an aNode that

is composed of a single airplane might be an aNode that has absolute bandwidth equal to the

bandwidth that it could deliver to all passengers. By varying the three parameters on different

aNodes, a domain can control traffic patterns that traverses into and inside its network. In

addition, with its fine-grain internal structure exposed to outside networks,a domain can also

offer its clients with flexible route section as a value-added service. A domainuses the same

set of properties,<B,V,A>, to describe its vLinks which similarly represent vLinks’ absolute

bandwidth, variation range and availability.

EIR uses link-state routing throughout the whole Internet in conjunction withtelescopic

route dissemination mechanism. Specifically, route update messages consistingof both internal

and external properties of a network areperiodicallydisseminated by ASs. These messages fall

into one of two categories: (i) inter-AS messages which describe the network state, callednSP

and (ii) intra-AS messages which describe the aNode states and its associated vLinks, called

aSP. An aNode broadcasts aSPs to its directly-connected neighboring aNodesto advertise its

internal properties and conditions of links. ASs can use gossiping or anyother mechanism to
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Figure 4.3: (a) An aNode state packet contains an aNode properties and properties of links from the

aNode to its neighbouring aNodes, (b) A network state packethas internal network topology, and its

neighboring information.

further propagate the aSPs internal to the AS. Border aNodes, upon receiving the aSPs from all

the aNodes inside the AS, construct nSPs by combining the complete view of internal network

with export policies of the AS. The nSPs are then announced to neighboring ASs. Fig. 4.3

shows the structure of the aNode state packet and the network state packet.

The border aNodes also relay nSPs originated from other ASs in atelescopicmanner, which

means that the relaying rate of a particular border aNode is determined by thedistance, i.e. hop

count, between the originator and the relaying border aNode. For example, if an aNode makes

2 updates in a minute, its first-hop neighbors might relay all the updates but the2-hop neighbors
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curb half the updates and relay only the most recent update every minute. As a result, a router

would get more frequent (hence up-to-date) routing updates from routers that are closer to it.

Different telescopic functions can be defined by changing the relation between the hold-delay

(time for which an aNode holds a received nSP before relaying it to other neighbors) and the

hop-count. The steeper the increase in hold-delay per additional hop, greater is the reduction

in traffic overhead, but it also leads to a corresponding increase in the timetaken by far-away

nodes to receive the updates. To explore this tradeoff, we test six different heuristically defined

functions. The following equations characterize the telescopic functions interms of the relation

between hold-delay (denoted byy) and the hop count (denoted byx), and Fig 4.4 illustrate their

shapes.

Constant: y1 = A

Linear: y2 = Ax

Exponential: y3 = A exp(x−1)

Constant-Linear: y4 =







A, if x < α

A(x− α+ 1), if x ≥ α

Constant-Exp: y5 =







A, if x < α

A exp(x−α), if x ≥ α

Constant-Exp-Constant:y6 =























A, if x < α

A expx−α, if α ≤ x < β

A exp(β−α), if x ≥ β

4.3.3 Policy Handling

Through telescopic link-state and network-state dissemination, all ASes have complete visibil-

ity of the whole network. Hence, it requires a mechanism to allows domains control and enforce

their routing policies, achieving their policy objectives. In response, EIRadopts a mechanism

to support broad range of routing policies, ranging from common types ofinter-domain busi-

ness relationship arising from the inherent hierarchy of legacy Internet to many other flexible

routing policies that is beneficial to both ISPs and their customers.

Similar to the idea of representing different policies objectives by different attributes from
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Morpheus [118], EIR allows domain to tag vLinks and aNodes to describe their policy objec-

tive. For example, to express business relationship, a domain may tag a vLinkwith “customer”,

“peer”, or “provider”; to express the truth worthy level of an aNode,a domain may tag a route

as “suspicious”, “neutral”, or “truth-worthy”. The idea of tagging vLinks and aNode to express

policies is analogous to using<B,V,A> to express the quality of those entities. The only differ-

ent is that these three parameters are more commonly used among all vLinks and aNodes while

policies objectives are widely different and domain-dependent. These tagging information is

then disseminated through out the Internet in a way that is similar to how networkstate packets

(nSPs) are propagated. When compute forwarding tables, networks use a weighted-sum deci-

sion process to select the route that balances trade-offs among different objectives as described

in [118].

It is worth noting that EIR naturally supports domains tosetup global roaming agreement,

which is an emerging need area mobile era. In particular, a domain (hosting domain) that

is willing to provide network connectivity for client of other domain (remote domain) tags

their incoming links and its aNodes with “roaming” tag to indicate that it is willing to accept

roaming agreement. Assuming it agrees with the hosting domain on the terms and conditions

of the agreement, the remote domain could register its name to the roaming partner entry of the

hosting domain on the GNRS, finishing the setup procedure. When a remote domain’s client

migrates to and associates with the hosting domain, the domain will first verifies that the client
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belongs to the remote domain using the self-certifying GUID of that client. Note that EIR is

based on the identifier/locator separation in which a network entity has a self-certified global

identifier. Once the verification is completed, the hosting domain will allow up stream traffic

from the client and update GNRS with a GUID-to-address mapping for that client so that others

network entity can reach the remote domain’s client.

4.3.4 Route selection

After each aNode learns about all available vLinks, other aNodes and the routing policies, it

can build a graph in which each aNode is a vertex and each vLink is a single weighted edge

(where which the weight can be derived from the link properties). The routers comprising

the aNode can then run different weighted-sum algorithms based on different criteria on this

graph to produce a sequence of edges to each destination. For example,Dijkstra’s algorithm

can be applied to find paths with the smallest latency or hop-count, while Max-Flow Min-Cut

algorithm can be applied to find paths with highest stability or availability.

It is also important to note that EIR supports multi-cast inherently by utilizing two key

components - telescopic link-state routing dissemination and the GNRS. By usingthe GNRS,

multi-cast groups are represented by GUIDs or a set of GUIDs, thus eliminating the need

for any multi-cast group management protocol. The complete network graphallows nodes to

decide branching points more efficiently.

4.4 Case Studies

We now present the following three case studies to illustrate how EIR can by used to support

dynamism in the edge networks:

1. Dynamic mobility support - handled through late binding and storage awarerouting.

2. Cross-domain multi-homing - enabled by providing the complete view of the network

graph.

3. Wireless edge peering - supported through the use of link level properties and nSP flood-

ing.
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Figure 4.5: Example of mobility support through late-binding of name-to-address

4.4.1 Dynamic Mobility Support

In this section we show the basic technique through which EIR supports delivery of in-transit

packets during end-host or network mobility. In this example, a fixed-hostL1 wants to send

packets to another (fast-moving) end-host L2 which is initially connected to aNode22. In order

to do so, L1 simply sends the packet to its default router which does a GNRS look-up to as-

certain the current network address (NA1:aNode22) to which the packet should be sent to. The

GNRS, in addition to storing the up-to-date network address(es) corresponding to the perma-

nent identifier of each host, also stores the average dwell time of the moving hosts in a network.

This is calculated by the GNRS by averaging the time difference between successive network

address updates from the host.

In this example, the default router of L1 receives the average dwell time for L2 and decides

(based on its small value) that packets sent to the currently connected aNode, i.e. aNode22,
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might not get delivered since the host is likely to move out of that aNode. Inthis situation, it

utilizes the complete view of the network graph available at each aNode through EIR, to find a

transit aNode (say aNode7) whose latency to the destination aNode is roughly equal to the aver-

age dwell time of L2 obtained from the GNRS. Packets are then forwarded toaNode7, at which

point another look-up is made to the GNRS. While the packet is in-transit, it is likely that the

GNRS has been updated to reflect the current network address of L2 as it joins NA2:aNode67.

Thus packets are received by the end-host through aNode67 insteadof being sent to the old

network address.

The main intuition behind in-network look-ups is that for fast-moving hosts/networks, it

is better to send packets towards the destination up to an aNode which is close enough to the

destination such that the name-to-address binding done at that aNode is likely to be still valid.

While this simplistic example might suggest that late-binding is only useful if the dwell time

of a host in each network is equal to or less than the packet transit time, the same technique can

be used in situations which comprise of disconnections, toggling between networks (4G and

WiFi), and network mobility.

4.4.2 Cross-domain multi-homing

While devices with multiple interfaces are increasingly common (for example almostall smart-

phones have both Wi-Fi and 2G/3G/4G radio front-ends), making use of the parallel connec-

tivity opportunities through existing schemes is still extremely challenging. EIR enables a

‘network-based’ multi-homing scheme where the bulk of sophistication lies inside the net-

work rather than at the end-host stacks, as in the case of most prior proposals on multi-

homing [119, 120].

EIR accommodates end-host multi-homing through three key design components: (i) the

global naming resolution service that provides fast in-network name to address mapping (ii)

differential service identifiers (SID) that allows end-host to express itsmulti-path requirements,

and (iii) fine-grained network graph, which allows the source router to select the path depending

on the end-host requirements. Figure 4.6 shows an example of how EIR can be utilized in the

end-host multi-homing scenario. Consider the case where an application onend-host L1 wants

to send packets to a multi-homed host L2, which is associated to aNode89 (a basestation) in
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Figure 4.6: An example of EIR routing in end-host multi-homing scenario

network NA2 through a 4G interface and to aNode32 (a WiFi AP) in networkNA1 through

a WiFi interface. Prior to the transfer of packets, L2 sequentially updatesthe GNRS with the

network addresses that it obtains through the two networks. Thus the GNRS stores an entry

of the form: < L2 => {NA1 : aNode32, NA2 : aNode89} >. In order to send packets

to L2, the host L1 does not need to keep track of the multiple interfaces, norimplement a

data-striping algorithm. Instead, it simply hands out packets labeled with L2 asthe destination,

to the transport layer. Based on the application’s service requirements, the transport layer

sets an appropriate value for the service ID. For example, if it is a time-sensitive application,

a low-latency service will be selected; whereas, if it is a bandwidth-intensive application, a

high-bandwidth service will be specified (in which case all interfaces mightbe utilized for

data transmission). Let’s assume in this case the service L1 selects is “fastest-service”. Once

the service ID is specified, the packet is handed to L1’s default router R0. The router R0

does a GNRS look-up to ascertain the aNodes to which L2 is currently connected, i.e. <

aNode32, aNode89 >. Through EIR, R0 has a complete and fine-grained view of the entire

network graph, thus it can compare multiple possible paths to reach L2, fromwhich the best

route and the associated aNode is selected. The router then routes the packet to the designated

aNode (say aNode89).

If there are no physical changes in the link quality along the path, the packets would reach

aNode89 and get delivered to L2. However, in the event of link quality fluctuation, routers along

the selected path can react in response to the fluctuation when using EIR. Let’s consider the

scenario where the link between aNode78 and aNode89 is broken while thepacket is in transit
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from R0 to aNode89. As the packet reaches the border aNode78 of NA2, due to the telescopic

nature of EIR, routers in aNode78 realize the broken link, making L2 unreachable through

aNode89, since the routers have fresher information about quality of links closer to aNode78.

As a result, instead of forwarding the packet to the next hop, the router executes another naming

look-up to find L2’s latest address to which the packet is then delivered accordingly through

the neighboring transit network to NA1, to aNode32 and then L2.

4.4.3 Wireless edge peering

Peering between autonomous domains in the Internet is one of the most important, yet least

understood technique used in the Internet. Different ASs employ different types of peering

agreements with different number of neighboring ASs and a recent report showing the presence

of 75% more peering links than previously known [121] shows the lack of aclear structure to

specify, infer, and instantiate peering relations between networks.

Through the use of more granular primitives at the interdomain level (aNodes instead of

ASs) and the inclusion of link-level information in the routing updates, EIR enables a new form

of wireless peering relations between edge networks. Consider the caseof two small enterprise

networks N1 and N2 which operate in geographically close locations (e.g. on different floors

of a building) and have different Internet service providers N3 and N4. Due to the geographical

proximity, some wireless routers in both networks can connect to each other, for example using

the bridging-mode available in many enterprise WiFi APs [122]. Using the aNode abstraction,

N1 and N2 can then establish a wireless edge peering link by exchanging theaNode specific

policy specification with each other. This wireless peering link would keep thetwo networks

connected even if networks N3 and N4 both are undergoing failures, and can help one network

to use the connectivity of the other network in case either one of N3 and N4 has a link failure.

We believe that wireless peering would be increasingly important for the mobile-dominant

future Internet, especially for supporting disaster-recovery (when wired connections to ISPs

might fail) and congestion (to maintain partial edge-connectivity when the main links become

too congested).
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Figure 4.7: Overall architecture of the Click router prototype based on ORBIT nodes

4.5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the EIR protocol in terms of scalability and mobility support

capability through a large-scale prototype evaluation and an Internet-scale simulation study.

Sec. 4.5.1 describes the implementation details and the results from testbed-based experiments,

and Sec. 4.5.2 describes the setup and insights from a∼26,000 node simulation effort.

4.5.1 Implementation

To measure the performance and implementation feasibility of EIR, we built a prototype router

(based on the Click modular router design [123]) and deployed a networkof 200 physical

machines on the ORBIT testbed [124].

4.5.1.1 Prototype Design

Fig. 4.7 shows the overall structure of our Click implementation. Our router consists of two

components: control plane and data plane. The control plane sends aSPand nSP packets as per

the specifications outlined in Sec. 4.3 and also receives and forwards aSP and nSP packets sent

by other routers. Upon receiving a routing update packet (with a higher sequence number than

it currently has for that source), the router takes the following steps:

First, it calculates the duration for which it needs to hold the received update before relaying

it to other neighbors (i.e. the hold-delay) based on the telescopic function being used (see
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Fig. 4.4). The router then uses the information contained in the update packet to re-compute

its routing table using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. Changes in the computed paths are

reflected in the forwarding table which is used in the data plane. Lastly, to helpthe late-binding

operation in the data plane, the control plane builds another table called the late-binding table.

Each entry of this table contains a full path and the corresponding costs to adestination and is

used only for late-binding operations.

The data plane sends and receives data packets to and from other routers. The GNRS server,

which is implemented as a daemon in one of the nodes of the testbed, is used extensively by

the data plane. As explained in the dynamic mobility and cross-domain multi-homing use-

cases in Sec. 4.4, the GNRS server is queried by the data plane wheneverthe aNode address

corresponding to the destination of a packet needs to be ascertained.

4.5.1.2 Evaluation Methodology

Topology Generation: Since it is infeasible to emulate the complete AS-level graph of the

current Internet, we use 200 physical nodes of the ORBIT testbed with ascaled-down topology

which mimics the AS-level structure of the Internet. In order to do so, we first extract the de-

gree distribution and the latency distribution of the measured AS-level graphfrom the DIMES

database [125]. Next, we build a Jellyfish topology [101] consisting of 200 nodes by matching

the distribution of ASs in each layer and the proportion of links between layers, to the val-

ues ascertained from the DIMES dataset. Finally, the real-world measuredlatency values are

used to assign link delays in our topology in a manner that preserves the latency-distribution.

Fig. 4.8 compares the CDF of the latency values used in our topology with that of the complete

AS-level graph obtained from the DIMES database.

Performance Metrics In evaluating our system performance, we consider several met-

rics. We compute the overhead caused by aSP and nSP advertisements when using different

telescopic functions (as described in Sec. 4.3.2) and for different values of update interval. To

show the effectiveness of using late-binding and rebinding techniques,we compute the percent-

age of lost packets when a sender tries to send data packets to a mobile receiver. ‘Rebinding’

here refers to the case when packets sent from a source are not binded to the destination aNode

while the packet is in transit, but forwarded to the destination through a GNRSre-lookup only
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Figure 4.8: CDF of inter-AS latency as measured in the Internet’s AS-level graph and the inter-node

latency used in our 200 node topology.

if the host has moved out of the original destination.

We use the term ‘mobility interval’ to indicate the duration an end-host stays connected to

an aNode. For the mobility experiments, we assume fixed senders and mobile receivers. For

collecting each data-point, we randomly select the attachment aNode for the sender and two

attachment aNodes for the mobile receiver. The sender sends 50,000 data packets each of size

64 bytes to the receiver at a rate of 1000 packets per second. We repeat this experiment while

varying the mobility interval and present the average results over 100 runs.

4.5.1.3 Results

Fig. 4.9 shows the overhead of aSP and nSP advertisement using three telescopic functions. At

all update intervals, the overhead incurred by function 1 is greatest andthe overhead incurred

by function 3 is the smallest. The reason is that the duration we hold the update packets is

longest for the 1st function. Fig. 4.10 shows the CDF of the percent of the aNode population

that receives the update packets as a function of time.

Fig. 4.11 shows the percent of lost packets when a sender sends data packets to a mobile

receiver with and without using the late-binding and re-binding techniques. In the early-binding

case, the percent of lost packets will increase as the receiver moves often. This is because we

only resolve the attachment aNode at the sender. Whenever the receiver moves to another node
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Figure 4.9: Overhead of update packets under different telescopic functions
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Figure 4.10: CDF of percent of aNodes receive update packet from one node

it will not receive the packets sent from the sender. Our results also confirm that late-binding

and rebinding ensure packet delivery in mobility.

In Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13, the performance of both late-binding and rebinding are shown

for end-to-end latency and the stretch. Both late-binding and rebinding maintain low stretch at

all mobility interval, and re-binding results in increased latency as expected.
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Figure 4.12: End-to-end latency when using late-binding and rebinding technique

4.5.2 Internet-scale Simulation

To evaluate the protocol at a global scale, we designed and implemented a custom-built dis-

crete event-driven simulation to reflect the actual Internet topology according provided by

DIMES [125]. Through the simulation, we evaluate routing event dissemination overhead and

dissemination latency.

4.5.2.1 Methodology

The simulator takes AS-level topology of the current Internet as the network model by ex-

tracting the following real-measurements from the DIMES database: (i) Connectivity graphs

containing 26235 ASs and∼100K links between them, (ii) Link latency between each pair of
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AS. Because the number of dissemination packages increases exponentially with the number of

nodes in the topology, our simulator cannot emulate the event propagation ofall 26K ASs for

a long duration of time. Therefore, we limit the duration of the simulation so that our server, a

Linux machine with 32 cores and 75 GB of memory, could handle.
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Figure 4.16: Routing event update overhead with different telescopic functions

In particular, we generate 60 second worth of routing event with different routing event rate,

ranging from 1 to 8 events per second, which also covers the measured BGP routing event rate
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of around 1.8 event per second. In the simulation, for each routing update event, we simulate the

propagation process from the original aNode to all other aNode in the topology. We then count

the number of packets it generates and the amount of time it takes to disseminate throughout

the network.
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Figure 4.17: Routing update message dissemination with different telescopic functions
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4.5.2.2 Routing update latency and overhead

Figure 4.14 shows the CDF of the time required for every AS in the graph to get the update

generated. This captures the worst-case scenario since some ASs are linked through very high-

latency links. This plot shows that when using the constant functions, all ASs receive the update

in a short time but even with other telescopic functions except the exponential and the constant

exponential, the update times are not very long. Figure 4.15 shows the time when different

percentages of ASs get the update made from an AS for the constant-exponential-constant

telescopic function. This shows that the previous graph was really the worst case scenario as

most ASs get the update much ahead of the last AS.

Figure 4.16 shows the peak traffic overhead when using different telescopic functions for

different values of update generation rate. The gain when using the constant-exponential-

constant function increases with the increase in the generation rate. Figure 4.17 shows the

number of update messages being sent as a function of time for three different telescopic func-

tion. As expected, the constant function leads to the highest peak but a narrower shape whereas

the constant-exponential-constant function shows a good balance between the peak rate and the

reduction offered in overhead.
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4.6 Concluding Remarks

In this work, we have presented the design and evaluation of a novel edge-aware interdomain

routing protocol intended as a clean-slate solution for the future mobile Internet. The EIR pro-

tocol is based on telescopic flooding of a ”network state packet (NSP)” along with late binding

of end-point names to locators at intermediate routers in the network. In EIR, internal network

topology and state can optionally be exposed by autonomous systems using the”aNode” and

”vLink” abstractions described here. Dissemination of NSPs across the Internet provides im-

proved visibility of the network topology as a whole along with aggregated information about

internal structure for those networks which choose it make it available. These mechanisms en-

able routers to make informed routing decisions for mobility-oriented servicessuch as roaming

with intermittent disconnection, multi-homing and edge peering. The EIR protocol has also

been extensively validated using both large-scale simulation and ORBIT testbed emulation us-

ing 200 network nodes running a real-time Click software implementation of the routers. The

results confirm that the telescopic NSP flooding approach effectively limits routing overhead

to acceptable values, and that the late-binding EIR protocol provides good performance for a

mobility service scenario with frequent migration of clients across network domains. Future

work on EIR includes design of policy mechanisms qualitatively similar to those in BGP, as

well as more realistic performance evaluation via integration into the MobilityFirstdeployment

on the meso-scale experimental GENI network.
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Chapter 5

Future Directions and Conclusion

This dissertation describes new applications and services that composablemobile systems

could bring. Taking concrete steps towards realizing composable mobile systems, we proposed

three new components to enrich communication methods. We proposed a new communica-

tion method for capacitive touch enabled devices, which enable a wide range of applications

that are suitable for composable computing. Furthermore, under the umbrellaof a mobile-

centric network architecture, MobilityFirst, we presented a new naming resolution service and

an inter-domain routing protocol that provide better support for highly mobile and dynamic en-

vironments as found in composable mobile systems. However, there are still many challenges,

not limited to communication issues, preventing the proliferation of fully composable mobile

architecture. The following sections suggest directions for future research.

5.1 Extracting Information from Shifting Contexts

In order to provide the best computing experience, the system itself must beable to observe,

model, and predict the user’s environment and user’s states. Devising techniques that help

mobile devices to gain a comprehensive view of the surrounding context, hence, is a critical

mission. One possible extension of our work along this vein is distilling context information

through mobile crowd-sourcing, location sensing, and combining, in nontraditional ways, other

sensing capabilities of mobile devices (e.g. capacitive sensors, light sensors, etc). We explore

a technique that integrates wireless wearable devices with hardware adjuncts to provide spatial

context information with a high level of accuracy from objects and people for indoor envi-

ronment. For example, accurately estimating relative angles and range information between

nearby devices is a hard problem, yet of importance to many context-awareapplications such
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as augmented reality, autonomous automotive systems, smart manufacturing systems, etc. Ex-

isting indoor localization techniques could not meet the applications’ requirements given the

resource constraints. RF-based techniques can easily provide a link to adatabase but suffer

from multipath effects and the need for careful calibration if used to determine spatial orienta-

tion. Camera-based techniques are computing intensive and battery-hungry. Optical links, on

the other hand, can provide accurate spatial orientation but are less reliable and more energy

intensive than radio for transmitting data. To get the best of both technologies, we attempt to

utilize radio-assisted free-space optical links to estimate the azimuth and rangeto objects in

the environment while providing detailed information about them. Another aspect deserving

research attention is inferring human factors in mobile systems. Mobile computingtoday has

been personalized to meet users’ needs and enhance their experiencemore than ever before. For

example, video content is encoded to different bit rates before being streamed to an end-user,

adapting to the computational capability and screen size of the client’s device.However, this

personalization is merely done to the device, not to the individual actively using that device.

This limitation is due to the lack of techniques to help the device understand the associated

human factors. We are exploring new methods to help mobile devices appreciate more about

its active users. In particular, we will continue to work on improving the performance of ca-

pacitive touch communication by exploring other modulation and demodulation techniques,

revising hardware design, and getting access to the lower level and finer-grain capacitive sens-

ing information.

5.2 Minimizing User Attention and Effort in Human-System Interactions

The system should automatically adapt to changes in the environment as well asuser’s inten-

tions. In many cases, the interaction between the user and the system is secondary to the user’s

primary task. Hence, the interaction should take the least amount of the user’s attention and

avoid distracting him from the primary task. For example, Bill, in our initial scenario in Chapter

1, ideally should be able to focus on his presentation without worrying about interacting with

his matchbox computer to connect to the projector in the meeting room. For that to happen, one

should explore new communication methods and new human-computer interfaces for everyday
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and continuous use of the system, allowing unobtrusive and quick accessto the system with

very little effort from the users.

5.3 Support Mobile Communication at Wireless Edge Networks

Deep inside the network, DMap shows the immense benefit of leveraging computing power

of the distributed routers across the global. We could further explore howto take advantage

of other network resources to improve in-network services. For instance, one could leverage

the ever-large storage capability of network entities to enable storage-aware routing that would

enhance disruption tolerant communications, where packets make forwarding progress despite

the absence of a contemporaneous end-to-end route to the destination (due to mobility, for

example). It is also promissing to study how we can dynamically place caches at the edge

networks that are very close to users, and to exercise caching utilizing theknowledge of the

current network’s conditions and content servers made available by theedge-aware routing

paradigm. The flexibility that software-defined networking (SDN) provides could change the

way wireless edge networks are designed, built and operated to allow the dynamics happening

at the edge to be gracefully handled. To deliver agility for ad-hoc mobile networks, one could

greatly benefit from SDN by tailoring the networks to fit their needs without any redundant

functionality, to minimize the overhead and satisfy the strict resource constrains of mobile

devices. We want to study how SDN could be used to enforce network management tasks such

as device discovery, access control, and dynamic spectrum access for coexistence between

heterogeneous radio systems.

5.4 Protecting User Privacy and Securing Context Information

While making context information available to mobile devices is critical to the success of the

provisioned mobile platform, in the wrong hands that information could not onlyreveal sub-

jects’ private information but also seriously damage personal, social andprofessional life of

the individual. For example, leakage of a user’s frequently visited locations could expose his

or her ostracized political view, alternative lifestyles or medical problems. One important as-

pect of research is exploring techniques to both secure context information and provide context
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information privacy protection.

Above possible research areas are those directly related to realizing composable mobile

systems. Many other practical issues, for example energy harvesting for mobile components,

reliable information delivery between devices, or even easing infrastructure implementation,

require more research attention. Like any exploration of an immature research field, this disser-

tation poses more questions than it answers. Hopefully, the trend toward composable mobile

system will continue to emerge in the near future, obviating the need for advanced research in

the topics suggested in this chapter. Maybe then, we will see composable mobile systems at

every corner in everyday life.
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